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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

'lhe ttindus trial revolution in education II which 

Sidney L . Pressey predicted in 19321 has become a near 

reality in recent years largely due to the leadership 

and direction given to the movement by B. F . Skinner of 

Harvard Univ~rsity. 2 1 though the periodical literature 

has contained widely varied reactions to teaching machines 

and programmed instruction , the majority of books written 

to date on the subject express an apparent bias in favour 

of the movement . 'lhere is, for this reason , . a need for a 

critical evaluation to be made , if not with a bias a gainst 

the movement , at least with a more humanistic and less be

havioristic concept of pedagogy than is apparent in most 

of the books which have been written thus far . It is the 

purpose of the present thesis to present such an evalu

ation , based chiefly upon the experimental results am 

professional opinions published during the past five years . 

1 sidney L . Pressey, u 
toward the Coming .Indus trial 
and Society, XXXVI (November 

. Third and Four th Contribution 
evolution in Education , 11 Jchool 
19 , 1932) , 672 . 

2B . F . Skinner , uvfuy We Need Teaching f1fachines , u 
Harvard Edu.ca tional Review , XXXI (Fall , 1961) , 377- 98 • .. 
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It is hoped that this paper will lead to a better under

standing of what programmed instruction can and cannot 

do in the education of human beings . 

'Ihe same definition of programmed instruction as 

is prevalent in the auto - instructional field has been 

adopted . 'Iha t definition looks upon the medium, :not 

merely as an audio- visual aid, but as a sequence of stimu

lus - response items desigp.ed with the primary purpose , 

not of reviewing, not of testing , but of teaching . 'Ihe 

definition does not specify whether this material is pre 

sented to the student by a machine , a stack of cards , a 

slide projector or a textbook . It does , however , exclude 

educational motion picture films or television unless the 

characteristic stimulus-response item is presented speci

fically via such media . Because the majority of the pro

grams and devices on the market or in use throughout 

North America are of the linear or Skinnerian type , this 

paper focuses attention accordingly , although the branching 

program technique developed by Norman A. Crowder has special 

impor ta.nee in :o me of' the is sues raised . 3 'Ill.e rather large , 

expensive simulators in widespread use in military train ing 

3Norman A. Crowder , "Automatic 
Programming, n in Teaching Machines and 

'fu. toring by Intrinsic 

• A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser {Eds .,, 
National Education Association , 1960) , pp • 

amme d Learn in 
ashington: 
286 - 98 . 
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are not c..onsidered in this discussion , al though the 

"computer- based11 ma.chines , currently being developed 

with the goal of making vast sources of programmed in

formation available to large numbers of students working 

individually and Bimul taneou sly, fall within the defini.;.,-

1 ti.on adopted and therefore within fu.e scope of the evalu-

ation . 

No attempt has been made to summarize the hi5tory 

of the progr-ammed learning movement or to describe t:be 

technology of either machines or programming except where 

such topics a.re contributor y to the critical evaluation 

of progr-ammin g rationale . Slch summaries and descrip;:..-

ti.ons have been provided more than adequately by such 

authors as Stolurow, 4 Deterline 5 and G.raeen . 6 

'lb.e essence of this paper is the contention that 

the psychological theory underlying programmed learning 

has made a number of capricious assumptions about the 
, 

nature of man and the processes through which he learns , -

assumptions which violate humanistic principles which have 

withstood the test of human experience . The procedures 

4 La.wrence M. Stolurow , Tea.chin~ by Machine 
(Washington: United States Governmentrinting Office , 1961) . 

5william a. Deterline , .An Introduction to Programmed 
Instruction (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall , In_c . , 1962) . 

6gdward J . Green , 'lhe Learning Process and Progra:rmned 
Instruction (New York: Holt , Rinehart and Winston , Inc . , 1962) . 
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which arise out of these assumptions wculd appear to 

militate against educat ional aims based on traditional 

concepts of human thought , human freedom, and human 

values . Tl:lat the dangers to be expected from the im

prudent use of these procedures are even more ominous 

than those already associated with more c onven tional 

media of mass c ommunication is evidenc ed by the subtle 

ty w~th wh i ch the procedures set out to con trol the 

thoughts and motives of their subjects . These dangers , 

therefore , merit the special awareness of educators of 

all ranks . It will be the task of teachers to erect 

whatever safeguards may be necessary to ensure that the 

use of automation in education in no way tends in the 

direction of enslaving the soul of mankind . 

1Ihe evaluation of programming rationale is 

attempted first on a strictly experimental basis . This 

is followed up by a theoretical evaluation conducted in 

the light of humanistic principles of leam ing and 

humanistic educational objectives ~ 'fu.e term "hum.anis tic" 

is employed here in the sense of haying "an attitude of 

mind, system of thought , which concentrates epecially 

upon human interests and the mind of man, rather than 

upon the external ·world of nature . "7 It is an attitude 

7Henry Cecil Wyld , (Ed) , '.Ihe Universal Dictionary 
of the English Language (London: Selfridge and Co . Ltd ., 
1936) p • . 568 . 
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which is opposed to the view that man can be best .'or 

sol~ly known by a study of phenomena which are not 

cha.rac teri stically human , - u11ch as a study of animal 

behavior . 'fue human ism of the present writer is not that 
J 

of any particular school of psychology . In fact , his 

attitude might be called· 0 runcti cnalisti c" at those times 

when he ignores the malignant sectarianism of psychologi

c al schools and utilizes with a liberal eclecticism wha t 

appear to be significant and ·respectable da ta , r egardless 

of their source. '!his assumes that underlying all contro

versy there is one and cnly one truth , and that no psycho

logical school has a monoply on that . Tne humanistic view

point admits sources of knowledge long since l abel led 

"unscien tifictt by the behaviorist school of psychology. , 

'Ihese sources include both exper t opinion - in t he fields 

of human education and human psychology- and introspection . 

'Ihis latter source of kn owledge has f a llen into such serious 

disrepute in recent years that special justificat ion for its 

use is appropri~te at this point , especially for the benefit 

of the behaviorist r eader . 

First of all , introspection is experimental . 'Ihe 

data are ob served closely and experiments a re reproducible . 

'Ille only constraints which make a given experiment different 

from those of con venti onal science is that ea.ch experimenter 
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is restricted to the observation of one subject and is 

required to observe that subject from the inside . 'lhe 

constraint of having to look at a phenomenon from the 

inside is no more cumbrous than that of having to look at 

it from the outside . 'Ihomas Gilbert , in fact, would lead 

one to believe that having to observe it from the outside 

is so unproductive as to be almost futile: 

'Jhe science of human learning in the 
50 years since tre death of Ebbinghaus 
has provided us a net value amounting 
to very little ; indeed, it may have 
saddled us with a methodological bias 
so hampering to our progr:>ess as to 
make the few valuable results hardly 
worth the pric e . In short , • • • • 
this science has been largely irrele
vant to both educational ~ngineering 
and theories of learning., 

Far from discarding introspective observations , 

metaphysical philosophy has always considered them as 

primary sources . The very streng;h of the metaphysical 

approach , in fact, is that it has never denied itself tl:e 

use of man's reflective powers , his awareness of his own 

knowledg-e , his consciousness of his own consciousness o 

Tielhard de Chardin upholds this as one of the faculties 

which clearly distinguish human and sub - human mentality: 

8 '1homas F . Gilbert , "On the Relevance of Laboratory 
Investigation of Learning to Self- Instruction al Programming," 
Lumsdaine and Glaser , op . cit., p . 475 . 
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.dmi ttedly the animal knows . But it 
cannot know that it lrnows: that is quite 
certain . If it could, it would long 
a go have multiplied its inventions and 
developed a system of internal construe t 
i on tba t could not have escaped our obser 
vation ••• Because we are reflective we 
are not only different but quite otbe r . 
It is not a matter o~ chan ge of degree , 
but a change of na:tur.0. 

e need not be concerned at this point with the 

argument as to whether man's reflective powers are shared 

to any degree with animals . The imp or tan t thin g is that 

man ~ re fle c ti ve and thi s is tb.e mental f aou 1 ty whi c};.l. 

enables the vast majority of his higher thought processes 

to occur . 'lhe liberal use of this faculty is , however , 

of particular importance in a study which compares human 

and infrahuman learning . 

11.he use of in trospec ti ve data makes possible the 

recognition of thought processes - not to speak of certain 

clas ses of human motives - to which the behavioral scient

ist must of necessity pretend to be blind . In additi on to 

perception , apperception can be considered, as can those 

deductive and inductive aspects of learnin g which neither 

involve any contemporary perception nor of ne cessity result 

in any observable behavioral change . Hilgard has chosen to 

include such abstract d.eduction and induction within his 

9Pierre Teilhard de Chardin , 'Ihe Phenomenon of Man 
(New York: Harper and Brothers , 1959), PP • 164-65 . 
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definition of learning: 

Where the solution of problems is 
relatively mechanical (as in addition 
an d subtraction), the problem may be 
thought of as merely tbe exercise or 
utilization of a learned bit of behav
ior . When , however , there is greater 
novelty , more putting of things in to 
relationship , as in reasonin g or in
ventiveness , the process is interesting 
in its ovm light , and is not to be 
described simply as tre running off of 
old habits . 10 

In addition to allowing the consideration of 

higher mental processes and higher human values , the 

subjective approach taken pe;r-mits consi.deration of such 

external factors as teacher enthusiasm as something 

quite other than the annoying contaminant which it 

represents to the experimental psychologist . s these 

"external" factors are , to the teacher , partly internal , 

their contagious qualities usually defy external explan-

a ti OJJ. • 

It is recogni z ed , of course , that introspective 

observations have value only insofar as a number of 

people are able to re - experience the phenomena which are 

described. One knows what is meant by the word ~ ' 

only if one has experienced it; the dictionary is of 

little help . What substitutes for objectivity in such 

data is the universality of human experience . This 

~ 

10£.rne·s1L ij. • . Hilgarg, r;Tb.eories of Learning ( 2d ed . ; 
New York: Apple t on-C-ent'tiry-Crofts, Inc ., 1956), pp . 5-6. 
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universality can be illustrated by reference to the words 

a langua ge uses to denote higier mental processes, If 

thes-e processes were not universally observable words such 

as "understanding", "knowing", "imagining", 11 reas oning", or 

"thinking" would not have a recognized existence in the 

>language. 

fue behaviorist reader perhaps remains unswayed 

from his position that "the verbal approach • • • is a 

dangerous will-o'-the-wisp among the quagmires of sub

jectivity.nll He may, however, continue two chapters fur

ther without fear of being led into temptation with re gard 

to his laws of parsimony, objectivity, and experimental 

ri gour. Chapter II presents a strictly behavioristic des 

cription of Skinnerian principles of learning, with emphasis 

on infrahuman learning, and indicates how these principles 

bave been applied in the formula ti on of Skinner ' s program

ming postulates. Chapter III retains the experimental 

approach but restricts exper imentation to humans in an effort 

to test objectively the validity of these postulates. It 

is not u?til Chapter IV that subjective criteria are invoked. 

Chapter I V conducts a critical inquiry into the 

processes of human learning in an effort to discover which , 

11Raymond B . Cattell, nPersonality and Motivation 
B ased on Structural Measurement, tt in Psychology of Person
ality, J.L. McCary (Ed.), (New York: Grove Press , Inc., 1956), 
p . 69. 
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if any, of tbese processes are identical with those 

which are known experimentally to occur in infrahurna.n 

learning . This inquiry succeeds in differentiating human 

learning into two distinct forms or classes . Tbese classes 

demonstrate a correspondence in the motivational realm with 

volition and determinism , in the pSy,Ph.i cal realm with con

scious and unconsc i ous mentality , and in the cognitive realm 

with two somewhat less distinct kinds of learnin g ou,taeme . 

<Alt of this classific a tion there emerges a theoretical de

finition of the capabilities of Skinnerian programs . 

hapter V examines the outcomes which may be anti

c ipated as a result of the use of automation in education. 

It investigates, first of all , the philosophical impact 

which full-scale use of automation may have on the ideals, 

beliefs, and values which a.re upheld in a free society, 

and recommends app ropriate precautions to be taken in the 

imp 1 emen tat i on of programmin g te chn ol o gy . It then makes a 

detailed study of the possibility that some of the weeds 

in today's educational garden may spring up luxuriantly in 

programmin g 1 s fertile soil . An attempt is ma.de to indicate 

the d.iredtion in which educational aims should be oriented 

if the merits of programmed ins true ti on are to be wisely 

exploited. 

Chapter VI. draws fr om the ·t indings of this -st1;1;dy 

some practical inferences for the administration of pro -
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grammed instruction in educational institutions, including 

the universi tyo It ci.tes some of the important achieve

ments of the programming concept and speculates upon tre 

developments to be expected in the future. 



CHAP'IER II 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERANT CONDITIONING 
D THEIR APPLICATION IN PROGRAMMED 

S'IRUCTION 

Prior to undertaking an experimental or theoret

ical evaluation of the psychological theory underlying 

programmed instruction , it is appropriate to summarize 

b~iefly the essential principles of that theory and to 

indicate the manner in which t hey have been applied in 

the development of a programming ration ale . A.s 

"operant conditioning'' occupies a central position in 

the theory it will be the principle focus in the account 

of the theory given here . 'Ibis account has been abstract

ed mainly :from a teaching machine program entitled n r:rhe 

.nalysis of Behavior , " devised by Holland and Skinner , 

a revised version of which is available in textbook 

form . 1 

"Operant" conditionin g differs from classical 

or Pavlovian conditionin g in a n umber of ways . Perhaps 

the most significant of these is that the temporal re 

lationship of the stinn.ilus to the response is reversed. 

IJ:he con trollin g stimulus follows , rather than precedes , 

the emi salon of a response . 

Skinner has chosen to retain the words "stimulus'' 

1James G. Holland and B . F . Skinner , fue Analysi.s 
of Behavior {New York: McGt>aw- Hill , 1961) . 

- 12 -
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and "response", evem though they seem paradoxical in 

their rever se sequence , in: order to standardize his 

terminology with that used in classical conditioning. 

'lhe paradox is lar gely resolved when it i s seen tha t 

the control wh ich the stimulu s exercises over the re 

sponse occurs through an increased probability of the. 

recurrence of the response ra t her than through the di::-...1 

rect causality •of Pavlov ' s system. 

s the controllin g stimulus in operant condit

i oning mu st be satisfying, either directly or through 

the vri thdra.vral of an ann9ying stimulus , it can be seen 

tha t the process is intimately connected with Thorndike 's 

nla'vt of effect" . It makes , however , certain refinements 

of this law. For example , it recognizes the emotional 

states which frequently accompany punishment and which 

constitute tbe chief reason why rewards and punishments 

are not exact opposites from a behavioral standpoint . 

Because punishment and negative reinforcers are not 

a.pplied in the rationale of progra mmed instruction , only 

the positive motivating influence of operant behavicr 

need be o:, nsidered here . 

In the process of instrumental ]e a rni~ g , behavior 

is n shapedl' through "differential reinforcement" , i . e . 

responses which approximate a step in the direction of 

the de sired behavior are reinf oreed while other responses 

• 
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are not . Reinforced responses , ac cording to Skinnerian 

principles , are more likely to be repeated while re 

sp9nses which are not reinforced undergo a natural 

extinction . continuous "repertoire" of behavior is 

developed or , as Skinner would say, "shaped up" through 

a series ·of su ccessive small approximations , culminating 

ultimately in proficiency in the desired terminal behavior . 

T.b.e entire process can be best un~erstood by conducting a 

practical experiment similar to those out of which these 

principles have been deduced. The only ''apparatus" needed 

is a hungry animal and a supply of food . 

:!t'o · :Lllustrat'e : '~ ilie is strolling through the park 

equipped with a bag of popcorn and wishes to condition 

one of the swans to stretch its neck high in the air and 

emit a loud call . 'lb.e desired repertoire can be condit

ioned in the space of fifte en or twenty minutes . As 

hungry animals usually emit a wide variety of seemingly 

random behavior , there is little problem in initiating the 

conditionin g process . 

One begins by "rewarding" any movements of the 

head or neck . 2 en neck movements are occurring at a 

convenient rate one connnences differential reinforcement 

in order to "teach" discriminations . ·~levating head move -

2 Skinner would prefer , that we say "reinforcing" 
rather than "rewarding••. 
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men ts al one are reinforced , until the de sired heigµt of 

neck- stretchin g has been attained . One must now connnence 

the "verbaltt portion of the repertoire by reinforcing any 

utterances made by the swan . 'lhe pre sent writer has found 

that utterances wi ll occur if one merely withholds reinforce 

ment a few times after admirable demonstrations of neck 

stretchin g have been provided . The remainder of the pro

cedure merely involves differential reinforcemer:it of the 

noises made until the desired intensity of sound has been 

achieved . 

a long as reinforcement is continued, the behavior 

is maintained "in strength" until , of course , the animal ' s 

hunger bee ome s satiated . The syncronizati on of the two 

elements of the conditioned task presents no problem in 

the particular example chosen. It is possible that the 

two elements could be shaped up simultaneously instead 

of separately, but there is danger of confusin g an animal 

if one attempts to condition more than one response at a 

time . 

Operant behavior can be he l d under more precise 

and temporally regulated control by the use of ttel i c i ting 

stimuli" . These are stimuli which are "paired" with the 

emitted resp onse in a more- or - less Pavlovian manner . While 

this pairing can be achieved in a number of vrays , an example 

might be the ringin g of a bell or the burning of a coloured 

light at those time at which the desired responses of an 
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animal will be reinforced or rewarded with food . ,uch a 

signal serves to define for the animal the "occasion" of 

reinforcement . 'Ihe animal eventually makes the desired 

discrimination and performs only at those times when it 

will receive reinforcements for correct responses , i . e . 

when the bell rin gs Ol"' the light burns . 

Reiaforcement schedules form a significant aspect 

of operant conditioning . It has been observed, for example , 

that extinction occurs much less rapidly followin g with-

drawal of reinforcement which has been intermittent than 

following continuous reinforcement . Th.at this principle 

appears applicable to the human is best demonstrat ed by 

c iting the perseveri ty induced by the operation of a slot 

machine . Slot machines provide reinforcement at best in

termittently . 

' 

alogies between animal and hgman behavior , similar 

to the one suggeste d here in conne cti on with slot machines , 

are made in a very casual and unrestrained way in Skinner ' s 

writings . His frequent use of the word II organismn to des

cribe a class includin g both human and sub - human species 

demonstrates little recognition of the discontinuities in 

the evolutionary hierarchy and seems at times to imply the 

n on - existen ce of those discontinuities . The transit ion .. 
from the subject of training two pigeons to play ping

pong to :t:;he subject of the evolution of competition pat

terns in the "human or ganismtt is made with the same ease 
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with -which the cooperative efforts of animals in a co

ordinated task are likened to the precision of skilful 

human dancers . 3 Skinner states, in connection with his 

experiments: 

In all this work, the species of or ganism 
has made surprisingly little difference . 
It is true that the organisms studied 
have all been vertibrates , but they still 
cover a wide range . Comparable results 
have been obtained with pigeons ., rats , dogs , 
monkeys , human children , and most re4ently 
••• with human psychotic subjects o 

Far from justifying the application to humans of principles 

of animal learning , Skinner chooses , for the most part , 

to igµore the need for such a justification . Human 

examples are frequently interspersed indiscriminately 

with infrahuman examples in his dis cus sions of operant 

condi t1onin g . 

'Ihe brief description of operant conditioning 

which has been given in this Chapter is sufficient to 

indicate how the basic elements ot': postulates of Skinner 1 s 

programming rationale were formulated . '.Ihese postulates 

will now be stated , a long with brief comments concerning 

their origin . 'Ille wording of the postulates is largely 

3B . F . Skinner , 11 'Ihe Science of Learning and the 
t of Teaching , " in Lumsdaine and Glaser , op . cit ., p . 101 . 

4Ibid . p . 103 

✓ 
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taken from one of Skin..'ler ' s articles 5 which is an a c

curate and succinct expression of the position he has 

advanced in his writings o The first eight postulates 

stipulate procedures to be employed in programmed learning 

while the last two specify the essential benefits to be 

realizedo 

1 . nsome sort of teaching machine is needed . t1 

a Skinner has ex.plained: "Con tingenciea of reinforcement 

which change the behavior of lower organisms often cannot 

be arranged by hand; rather elaborate apparatus is needed . 

'Jhe human or ganism requires even more subtile instrument

s.ti on . tt 

2 . 0 0ne frame is presented at a time , adjacent 

frames being out of sight • 11 It has been noted that ani 

mals are frequently confused if an attempt is made to 

shape up two responses simul taneou.sly o Presumably, 

humans will encounter the same difficulty . Eliciting 

stimuli , as well as reinforcing stimuli , must be presented 

one at a time . 

3 . ''Each step must be so small that it can always 

be taken." 'Ibis is · in keeping with the successive small 

approximations used in the shaping of infra.human repertoires . 

4 . "'Ille machine must make sure that these steps 

are taken in a carefully prescribed order. u 'Ill.is is a 

5B . F . Skinner , ''Teaching Machines,'' in Iumsdaine 
and Glaser , op.cit ., pp . 137- 58 . 
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corollary of the princ iple of diffe rential reinforcement 

If learnin g is to proceed via a sequence of discrimin

at~ons , these discrimin~tions must follow progressively 

one from another . 

5 . "'lhe student must compose his response rather 

than select if from a set of alternatives" . To quote 

Skinner , "ef'f ec ti ve multiple - choice material must contain 

plausible wrong responses , which are out of place in the 

delicate process of shaping behavior because they streng

then unwanted forms . n 

6 . Students must compare their responses immediately 

with printed material revealed by the machine . 'lb.e printed 
' 

answer is the reinforcer , the pellet of food. If the stu-

dent's response is correct his being told so is a satisfy

ing experience . If his response is incorrect the printed 

answer , while not necessarily an annoying or harassing 

stimulustfails to give reinforcement and so leads to extinct

ion of the behavior emitted. 

7 . 'Jhe student works on his own , at his own rate . 

Reinforcements gi ven to groups of animals reinforce un

wanted behaviors quite accidentally amongst those members 

of the group whose behavior , at the time reinforcement is 

given , happens to deviate from that desired. If operant 

conditioning follows the same laws for humans , then individ

ual instruction is mandatory . An added advantage is allow

ance for individual differences in that brighter students 

complete the program in less time . 
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8 . 1h.e machine acts in such a way as to pre

vent the student from cheating o Skinner explains: 

''When material is adequately programmed, adjacent steps 

are often so similar that one frame reveals the response 

to another . Only some sort of mechanical presentation 

will make successive frames independent of each other . " 

9 . r.Ihe machine induces sustained activity . 

Skinner states: "'lhe machine , like the private tutor , 

reinforces the student for every correct response , using 

this immediate feedback not only to shape his behavior 

most efficiently but to maintain it in strength in a 

manner which the layman would describe as 'holdin g the 

student's interest '. " 

10.tt Ma.chines •••• are capital equipment to be 

used by teachers to save time and labor~ gain in Skin-

ner 1 s words, "He [the teacher] may teach more students 

than heretofore - this is probably inevitable if the 

world-wide demand for education is to be satisfied- but 

he will do so in fewer hours and with fewer burdensome 

chores. In return for his greater productivity he can 

ask society to improve his economic condition." 

though the above postulates provide a general 

description of programmed instruction one can best 11 get 

the feelu of the methodology by attempting a short 

sequence of programmed material . Such a sequence,extract-
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ed from llie Analysis of Behavior , 6 is provided in 

.ppendix nAn . IJhis is an example of what has been cal-

led a "linear" of nskinner ian" program. 

of today's programs are of this type . 7 

out 95 per cent 

It is apparent from the foregoing that the ration

ale of programmed instruction is a direct applicati on 

to the classroom of principles derived from an experi-

rnen tal study of animal psychology . That these infrahuman 

principles are applicable to human beings constitutes the 

maj or premise of Skinn er ' s arguments . 'Iha.t these princi 

ples are lar gely inapplicable to human beings is the major 

premi se of the present thesis . 

6Holland and .skinner , op . cit ., pp . 41- 5 . 

7Wi lbur Schramm , Programed Instruction Today and 
Tomorrow (New York: Fund for the Advancement of Educati on , 
1962), p . 2. 



CHAP T.E!R III 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF SKINNER ' S 
PROGRAMMING RATIONALE 

,'lhe scientific method 0£ assessing the ~alidity 

of a postulate is to ex.amine its ability to endure re

peated experimentation . Because Skinner ' s postulates 

regarding programmed instruction have a scientific origin 

they must , if they are to gain recognition in any of the 

disciplines , submit to scientific verificati on . It is 

inap propriate , moreover , to attack them from a humanistic 

standpoint until they have had ample opportunity to be 

tested on their ovm ground . 

'lhey have had this opportunity . Stolurow was able 

to fill an average sized volume wi. th reviev1s of research in 

1 this area as early as 1961 . Probably an equal or greater 

quantity of research has been conducted since that t ime . 

The present chapter summarizes , on the basis of the 11 ter

a ture which is presently av~ilable , the current status of 

Skinner ' s postulates . 'lh.eir ability to endure experiment

ation on human subjects up to the present time is taken as 

one measure of their validity. 

1Lawrence M. Stolurow, Teaching by Machine 
(Washington: United St ates Government Printing office , 1961) . 
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On the strength of Skinner ' s stipulation that a 

teaching machine is needed, millions of dollars have been 

spenf developing and manufacturing machines and pr in ting 

programs to fit them. The present research position is 

that the machine is insignificantly better than a program

med textbook or a manilla folder vii th a "window" cut out 

to reveal items one at a time . Eigen et al . have found no 

difference in student mastery of material taken via a hori 

zontally programmed text , a vertically programmed tex:t , 2 and 

a teaching machine , though it is significant to note that 

both textbook versions required less time . 3 Feldhusen and 

Birt compared the Min- Max machine (Gr-olier Corp .) and the 

Teaching a.chine 2002 (For inger and Company) with the use 

of a manilla folder . 'Ihey found no significant difference . 4 

Hollins College , Roanoke , which performed the famous pioneer 

study in which two semesters of algebra were taught by 

machine in a single semester , has long since stowed its 

2 To.e sample given in Appendix '' A" is horizon tally 
progt>ammed . In a vertically progrannned text, the format is 
similar but the student proceeds vertically down each page 
from one frame to the next much as in a conventional textbooko 

3Lewis D. Eigen et.al. , "A Comparison of 'lhree Modes 
of Presenti'ng a Programmed Instruction Sequence , " Journal of 
Edu cational Resear ch,__LV_, (June- July, 1962) , 453- 60 . 

4John F . Feldhusen and .Andrew Birt, "Study of Nine 
Methods of Presentation of Progr>ammed Learning Material," 
Journal of Edu cational Research, LV, (June-July, 1962), 461- 66 . 
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machines away o5 , 6 kinner , of course , was amongst the first 

to concede that a textbook could be adapted to serve ade

quately in lieu of a machine . 'lb.is is evidenced by his per -

mi tting 'Ille 

.form in 1961 . 

alysis of Behavior to be published in textbook 

'Ihe study made by Elgen et al . also tends to reject --
Skinner ' s statement that the frames must be presented one 

at a time , and that the student must be effectively pre

vented from cheating. 7 A vertically programmed text reveals 

several items a t a time while even a horizontally programmed 

version offers no guarantee against 0 peeking ahead . u 

'1b.e necessity of a carefully ordered sequence has 

been challenged by Roe et al . 8 Achievement by students 

using a linear program in its prescribed sequence was com

pared with a group who used tbe same items in a scrambled 

order . lthou gh the study failed to demonstrate the super -

iority of either method with the ratmr short program used, 

it is logical to expect that a follow- up study using a 

5 Ge or ge A. ?I . Boehm, t1 Can Pe op 1 e be Tau gb. t like 
Pigeons?" Fortune :.LXII , (October , 1960) , 265 . 

6E .. w. Rush ton , 
of Roanoke , Vir gini9: n 
Research~ IV: (Spring, 

tt Pro griamme d Learning in the Schools 
Ontario Journal of Educational 
1962 ) , 122 - 38 . 

7Eigen et al ., 012 . cit . 

8 K . V. Roe , H . W. Case , and A. Roe , 0 scrambled versus 
Ordered Sequence in Au toinstruc ti onal Pr ogr,am~' Journal of 
Educational PsycholoSL LIII : (April , 1962) , 101- 104 . 
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longer pro.tU"am woul'd)have Tdlfferent results because the 

longer the program , 

by scre.11bling. 

he grea ter the heterogeneity produced 

'lb.e study , hanever , if it is valid for short pro-

grams challenges indirectly the hypothesis regarding step 

size . 'Ihe students who used the random sequence, made 

higher percentage of errors - and thera'ore took, on the 

average , larger steps - but lea.med just as well . The error 

coun t ls the- most colllJllonly used criterion for deterllining 

size of step . s such , it is a function no t only of the 

program but also of the intelligence and background of the 

student . 'lhe literature vhich reports more direct investi 

gations of step size gives conflicting resul ts but in gen

eral supports the conclusion fu.at an optimum step size exists 

somewhere between the extremes 8Ild probably depends on the 

ype of subject matter progr>a:llllled. 

'lb.e issues arising out of Skinner' s requirement 

that the- student make a cons tru c ted response have been well 

explore d o 9 'Ihe chief is sue is that of overt verses covert 

responding . 'Ille evidence is overwhelming in favour of the 

aover1' response mode when one compares the numer of studies 

9 Tb.at Skinner requires the student to make an over 
or constructed response is demons trated impl i citly by his use 
of the word 11 compose " and ~explicitly in the directions gi ven 
to the student &t the beginning of Appendix "A" of the present 
work . 
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which support 1:t•· w'i~th the relatively. few which show no 

difference or support overt resp on ding . T.he in ve s tiga ti ons 

invat'iably find thatcnvert responding reduces learning time . 

study by Unruh, for example , showed that overt responders 

required 50% more time than those responding covertly. 10 'Ihe 

rigour of the controls exercised in some of the studies which 

support overt responding may be open to some ·question . In 

the study by Krumbol tz ··and \'veisman, for example , the criterion 

test consisted of fifty ''completi on" type test items similar 

to the · type of linear program item employed.11 It may be 

valid to inquire whether the students responding overtly 

would benefit from practice in answering this type of item 

more than would students responding covertly. Indeed, ' 

ichael an d Mace oby have II analyzed the source of gain from 

active respondin g as primarily due to specific practice 

ff t .12 . 
e ec s • A.s re gards Skinner ' s stlp.uation that the student 

nnist compose - a response rather than select it from a list 

of alternatives , Hough's findings are typical of those of a 

10waldemar R . Unruh , 11 .An Inves ti ga tion of Four Methods 
of Presenting Programmed Materialn (M . Ed-. thesis , University 
of 1;\lberta) , Canadian Education an d Re search Digest ( Summary) , 
III . (June , 1963) , 138 . 

11John D. Krumboltz and Ronald G. Weisman , "Effect of 
Overt versus Covert Responding to Programmed Instruction otl 
Immediate and Delayed rletention~ ,![ournal of Educational Pszcho
~ , LIII , (April , 1962), 89 - 92 . 

12
Wi'lbur Schl?a1111n;. , Pro~ramed Instruction Today and To

morrow (New York: Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1962) , 
p . 63 . 
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number of researchers •13 Hough reports no difference after 

comparing the 1tconstructed-response 11 mode , the 11 selected

response11 mode and a combination of selected and constructed. 

'lb.ere is some question as to whether the student needs 

to "respond" at all in the layman's sense of the word . Feld

husen and Birt found that students who used material which had 

the answers already type d into the blank spaces of the pro

gram (used in a manilla folder) demonstrated achievement in 

significantly different from that of the two groups who used 

machines in the prescribed manner .
14 Goldbeck arrl Campbell 

are amon g a number of investi gators who have obtained similar 

results . 15 'lhey found that reading the program was just as 

11 effectiven and, when learnin g time was taken into account , 

more than twice as "efficient" as the conventional response 

mode . These studies, however , are in disagreement with that 

reported by Unruh , whose covert and overt responders learned 

significantly more than students who read the program with 

blanks filled in an d underlinea.
16 

13John B. Hough , "Analysis of the Effic iency and Effect
iveness of Selected Aspects of Machine Instruction: . Journal of 
Educational Research, LV (June-July, 1962~ 467 - 71 . 

14Feldhusen and Birt , 9p.cit. 

15Rober t A. Goldbeck and Vincent N. Campbel 1, u 'lhe 
Effects of Response Mode and Response Difficulty in Programmed 
Learning;• Journal of Educa tional Psychology , LIIT...- (June, 1962 ~ 
110-18 . 

16unru;h, loc . cit . 
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Skinner ' s requirement for response confirmation 

is related to this issue because if there is no response 

made there is nothing to confirm. However , assuming that 

the program requ ires a response , the value of confirmation 

can itself be tested . McDonald and a:Llen have compared five 

variations of program in ti,vo of which no "feedback" was given 

to the student •17 lfue se variation s proved insignificantly 

inferior to those in which immediate feedback was provided. 

Feldhusen and Birt obtained similar results with two groups 

who used programs in manilla folders without response con

firmation . 18 'Ihese groups achieved only slightly less well 

than the two groups previously c ited who used machines in 

the conventional way . Krumbol t z and \Veisman found similarly 

that students receiving no confirmation gained insignificantly 

less than those receiving 33%, 67% and 100% confirmation . 19 

Hough and Revsin , using college students as subjects , report 

a similar "no- difference" result . 20 !Jhe question remains open , 

17·Frederick J . McDonald and Dwight W. Allen , ttAn In
vesti gation of Presentation , Response , and Correction Factors 
in Programmed Instruction: , Journal of Educational Research, LV, 
(June - July, 1962 i 502 - 7 . 

18Feldhusen and Birt, op.cit. 

19John D. Krumboltz and Ronald G. Weisman , 11 'Ihe Effect 
of Intermittent Confirmation in Programmed Instruction,;' ) Journal 
of Educat i onal Psych ology,, LIII , (December , 1962 )_. 250- 53 o 

20John B . Hough and Bernard Revsin, "Programmed In-
struction at the College Level: A study of Several Factors In
fluencin g Learning;' . Phi Delta Kappan , XLIV (March , 1963), 286-91 . 
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hov,ever , as the progrruns, used in these st\+dies were of 

rather short length . " It is logical to presume that this "~ 
null result is dependent upon the use of an almost "errorless" 

type of program , because in programs of greater step size 

confirmation is a vital part of the information being made 

available to the student . 21 

'lhe temporal relationship in which the student is 

shown the correct answer has come under serious attack . Cook 

found that if the student is shov,n the cC1Tect answer before 

he makes his response , or is shown the correct answer if he 

has failed to respond within a very short time inter val , per

formance in paired associate learning, such as associating 

objects with their names , is actually increased although in 

significantly so . 22 For a serial learning task , such as 

rec i ta ti on of the alphabet or the scale of numerals , per -

formance is superior by a highly significant amount to that 

produced by the conventi onal use of tre program . 23 Skinner 

recognized the importance of 11 prompting11 , either formally or 

21Information theory , for the sake of analo~y , tells 
us that the quantity of information contained in a ';y-es - or - na" 
answer is significantly less than the usual none bit if the 
person receiving the answer has prior knowledge that one answer 
is more probable than the other . 

22 John Oliver Coo 
erican Psychologist , X 

23Ibid . 

" ' Super sti ti on ' in the Skinnerian; ' , 
T (August , 1963)1 51!'.l . 
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thematically - i ~e·.; C, explfci tly or implicitly - in producing 

an tterrorles s" progr·am . 24 'He did not , however , condone so 

formal a prompt a·s :.i.,'directl y tellin g the student the desired 

answer before he has had an opportunity to respond on his om . 

'.lhe prompting versus confirmation issue is not entirely set

tled , but most of the studies made thus far f'avor prompting . 25 

Stolurow , having summarized research in this area , has con

jectured that the prompted student may learn material more 

rapidly but remember it less we11 . 26 

1he requirement that a student work on his own and 

at his - ovm rate was tested by Feldhusen and Birt o27 They 

obtained the same results as an earlier study by Roe a.rrl 

28 others , namely , that a paced program or programmed lect-

ure produced insignificantly different outcomes than in-

dividualized use of the program. paced pro@?am, however , 

such as might be given to a group via art automatic slide 

24For a de tailed description of "formal" and ''thematic n 
prompts , see Green , op . cl t ., pp . 151 - 54 . 

25Harry . F . Silberman , 11 Self- Teaching Devices and Pro 
_gramrned Materials ; Comparisons with Conventional Instruction , " 
Review of Educational Research , XXXII (April , 1962), 185- 6 . 

26Lawrence M. Stolurow , "Implic a tions of Current Re-
search and Future Tl'.'ends," Journal of ____ --- _ ----- -
LV, (June , 1962) , 519- 27 . 

27Feldhusen and Birt, op . cit . 

28 ~ ., p . 461 . 
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projector with or ,7,;t ,thgut a taped sound commentary, sacri 

fices allowance for indivifu.al differences in favour of 
i ,. \ 

administrative considerations . 

'lhe assumption tha t programmed instruction saves the 

teacher ' s t ime and lab our implies that the method must pro

duce effectiveness comparable to , and effic i enc y superior 

to , teacher-given instruction . 'lhis hypothesis is supported 

by approximately half of the studies reported to date , on the 

basis of student scores on teats of strictly conceptual out

comes . niat programmed instruction is decisively superior , 

however , cannot be concluded from the literature as a whole . 

Hough found that the lecture- discussion method and machine 

instruction were equally effective , but that machine instruct

ion saved time .
29 

Smith , on the other hand, found no sigµ.i 

ficant difference in overall achievement or time required 

between programmed instruction and conventional classroom 

. tr t · 30 rn... • • ins uc ion . ~lle literature abounds with such comparative 

studies but gives lar ge ly inconclusive results . ilberman , 

in a survey of results published· between· 1958 and 1961 , found 

29 Hough , op . cit . 

30Norman H . Smith, n Teaching of Elementary Sta tis tics 
by the Conventional Clas_sroom Method Versus the Me thod of 
Programmed Ins tru ction , " Journal of Educational Research , LV 
(June - July , 1962), 417 - 20 . 
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that six studies t,rip:or-ted programmed instruction super 

ior , one study rep()__r;teg: programmed ins true tion inferior, 

whi l~ five reported no significant differences . 31 What all 

such studies seem to lack is an ~era~ program and an 

average teacher to pit against it . Stolurow has expressed 

the hope that this type of study will be discontinued . 32 

It has little s ignificance until better definitions and 

measures of educational out comes are available . s re gards 

the questicn whether teaching rnchines , in the presentation 

of programmed material , save the teacher time and labour , 

the fo llowing statement by S tolurow may sug gest an answer: 

'lhe smaller machines need to be loaded and 
unloaded . 'Ihey ba ve to be set up for 
every new student , each period of the day. 
Every student ha s to be relocate d in his 
progr-am at the point where he left off o Tb.is 
means that after the pro gram is inserted, the 
place must be found and the recordin g tape 
reset . 'lhe teacher who does this for 25 to 
50 s tu den ts every 35 to 50 minutes wil!3find 
some way to escape from the situation . 

'Ihe status of Skinner ' s postulates may now be sum-

31silberman , loc . cit . 

32s tolurow, nrmp licat i ons of Current Research and 
Future Trends,'• op . cit., p . 520 . 

33 ills!. , p • 523. 
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med up with the helJ5 1 of-!,'. the· •:f'ollovling tab l e : 34 

1 . 0 teaching 'inachinett i's needed . rejec'ted 

2 .- Frames must be presented one at a time . tends to be 
· rejected . 

3 . Steps mu st be very small . research 
inconclusive 

4 . 'lhe sequence must be carefully prescribed. research 
inconclusive 

5 . Students must compose their responses . rejected 

6 . Immediate "feedback" must be provided . research 

7 o Students must work individually . 

8 . Students must be prevented from cheating . 

9 . Sustained ac ti vi ty is induced, .. 
,. through feedback! ( See 6. a bnve ). 

lO o Trie method saves time and labour . 

incon clusive 

reje c ted with 
qualifications 

tends to be 
rejected 

research 
inconclusive 

research in
conclusive 
but tends to 
be supported . 

Five of the postulates appear , on the basis of the literature 

surveyed, to have been either rejected outrigp.t or cast into 

such doubt that serious qualifications must be attached to 

them . Four others , although subjected to son:e qualification , 

34The individual conclusions in this summation 
carry unequal weight due to the varied amount of research 
'hich has been conducted on each postulate . The conclusions 

should be assessed in the light of the quantity of research 
which has been available to the pres ent writer and reported 
here . 
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await more conclusive research before final judgment can 
ti. . 

be passed. 'Ihe rematning postulate , that concerning the 
. l 

efficacy of the method, tends to be upheld though is sub -

ject to considerable qualification . The only hypothesis 

which can be deemed on the basis of research to have been 

elevated to the status of accepted scientific f _ac t is one 

which has been more implied than stated, namely that pro

grammed instruction , whether used with a machine or not , 

is capable of producing significant amounts of learning. 

,Even this fact lacks some relevance to education because 

of inadequate definitions and measures of educational out 

comes . 'Ihese outcomes will be the subject of a. later 

chapter . 

Of the issues which remain open , that which seems 

most intuitively plausible is the assumed ability of program 

feedback to sustain the activity of the student . If this 

motivation can be demonstrated experimentally, it may well 

gain scientific recognition as a prime factor in the suc 

cess of Skinnerian programs . Unfortunately, the measurement 

of human motivation has always ranked amongst the most dif -

ficult of experimental tasks . lthou{#l "sustained activity" 

is an observable behavior , fu.e goals , drives , sentiments 

and other motivating causes which underly it are most in

tangible from any ob jec ti ve approach. 

It is virtually impossible to exercise efficient 

controls over all the var iables which may be operative in 
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human motiva.tiorra:l .:1measurement situation . Gilbert for 

example describes laboratory investigation into human 

avoidance conditioning in which suc cessively more severe 

electrical shocks were applied to a subject via a hand-

shock grid . 35 .en asked why he did not remove his hand 

from the grid even when the current had reached its It searing" 

maximum the subject replied: "I thou·ght you were studying 

how much~ I had J11 

Human behavior obviously does not submit easily to 

laboratory investigation ~ For this reason another approach 

seems justified, - a theoretical approach - in which pro

gramming rationale may be analYzed in terms of strictly 

human learning principles o It is not suffi cient to reject 

a procedure which works merely because the postulates on 

which it is based fail to stand up under scientific veri 

fication . If 1 t works , it must do so for a reason . If this 

reason can be found and better understood it should be pos 

sible to perfect tbe procedure so that it \'fill work even 

better . It seems likely that the reasons underlying the 

success of programmed instruction , in addition to involving 

cognitive considerations , are intimately connected with 

motivation . It seems even more likely that a study of these 

35T.homas F . Gilbert , "On the Relevance of Laboratortt 
Investigation of Learning to Self-Instructional Programming, ' 
in Lumsdaine and Glaser, op . cit. , p . 484 . 
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cognitive and sp:,cts will require philoso-

phic critique and criteria . 

When educati.'onal philosophy inquires into the nature 

of human motivation , it is apt to ask more questions than 

the behavioral scientist is prepared to answer . 'Ihe educat

ional philosopher will endeavour to discover human purposes 

underlying human behavior o 'lb.e behaviorist knows nothing 

of such things; 0 reinforcements ':1, yes , but "purpose" , no . 36 

Furthermore rthe behaviorist typically claims that condition

ing is the only kind of learning . Green , for example , states: 

Historically, writings on complex processes , 
have dealt with the so-called ' cognitive ' 
a.spec ts of behavior . Implicit in these 
treatments bas been the assumption that the 
organism shifts gears , so to speak , and 
that the essential nature of these so- called 
higher activities is different from the 
simpler behaviors of the organism . Our 
position is necessarily that no ruch dis 
continuity exists •••• in effect , we claim 
that the behavioral processes involved in 
the conditioning of a bar press in the rat 
a.re es sen ti ally the same as the processes 37 underlying speech and thought in the human . 

Hilgard , on the other hand is opposed to such a narrow eon-

36skinner has, however, leaned upon the popularity of 
the concept of purpose to justify his search for evidence 
of 0 reinforcement 0 in human affairs . In a recent article he 
findsit "reassuring" to recall that reinforcement ' s place nv,as 
once taken by the concept of purpose; no one is likely to ob 
ject to a search for purpose in every human a.ct . '' [" O:perant 
Behavior , " !merican Psychologist , XVIll (August , 1963)1 515 J 

37 Green , op . cit ., p . 86 . 
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c ept ·o.r the learning process: 

'lb.ere are probably a nUllber of differen 
kinds of learning •• o. It is quite prob
'a:bI.e that these different kinds of 
learning follow different laws , and it 
is foolhardy to allow our desire for 
parsimony to cause ug

8 
to overlook per

si sting differences . 

This controversy is one of the first that must be resolved 

by any theoretical evalua ti on of a learning medium . 

38Ernes t rt . Hilgard , T.heories of _Learning (2nd e d . ; 
New York: Apple ton- Gen turg- Crof ts, Inc ., 1956) , p o 461 . 



CHAPTER IV 

THEORETICAL EVALU.A,TION: PART I (IN THE LIGHT OF IDJ 
PRINCIPLES OF COGNITION AND LEARNING) 

ISTIC 

Tb.is chapter endeavors to answer four questions: 

1 . Ts all human learnin g conditioning? 

2 . Is any human learning conditioning? 

3 . Is 12rog.ramrned learning conditionin g ? 

4 o Can subject matter beyond the level of rote 

learning be successfully programmed ? 

s promoters of programmed materials characteristically 

' answer all of these qµestions in the affirmative and some 

educators answer all of them in the negative , the questions 

form the basis of much of the seething c ontroversy whi c h has 

surrounded the topic of progr>ammed instruction during recent 

years . The answerin g of these questions :ts essential to the 

intelligent use of programs in schools . 

Herbert A. 'Ihelen , Professor of Education and Director 

of the Teaching - Learning Laboratory , University of Chicago, 

evidently do es not believe that all learnin g ·1 s eon di ti oning . 

He has given recognition to at lea.st two distinct kinds of 

learning in a recent article . 1 ttc onditioning0 , he states, 

1Herbert a. Thelen , "Progra.mned Instruction: Insight 
versus Condittoning, " Education , LXXXIII (March , 1963) , 416 - 20 . 

- 38 -
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tt is the only process hich nonsense (or near nonsense) 

can be learned. 02 By unonsense" he means not only the experi 

menter~ s usual nonsense syllables but also any factual data 

vrhich has" no .inherent logic by vrhich the student may justify 

its particular form . Under this definition much of the termin

ology of language is near nonsense , as most objects and ideas 

c ould have been assigned arbi tra.ry names without detriment to 

the function of communic ation . Thelen therefore concludes that 

rote memory of the vocabulary aspect of language must be ac 

quired chiefly via a conditioning process . He points out , 

however, that learning vocabulary is a relatively minor aspect 

of the total process of language mastery . The imper tan t aspects 

of language require insight , which involves the sudden re -
' 

organization of concepts to form a concept belonging to a 

18I' ger class. The essential elements of the large concept 

must be present , but their unique rearrangement is complete 

and instantaneous in true insight . Insigit is more character

istic of second and higher order abstractions than of abstract

ions made from physical sense data . 

Human purpose , for 'lbelen , is an essential ingredient 

in insightful experience . In a previous article he stated: 

"'lhe concept of activity is meaningless and empty unless it 

2 ~ -, p . 416 
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of purpose . "3 'lli.e relationships 

between concep ts , rather than the concepts themselves a.re 

of gre-atest importance in insight . niat Thelen ' s approach 

is very close to classical gestalt theory is event when he 

says: 

For learning not confined to nonsense 
syllables , the requirement is for seeing 
relationships within a pattern of elements; 
and this pattern must be visible as a whole . 
The pattern may be built up through a sequence 
of small operaticns , but i~ must accumulate and 
remain before the student . 

Thelen makes a good case for looking upon education 

more as inquiry than as acquisition . 5 Tb.is proposition has 

been supported by Brown in a recent article . 6 Brown states: 

"Ir we question the popular notion of knowledge as something 

to be acquired an_d pos sassed, ••• we permit ourselves the 

luxury of moving our search for more adequate teaching and 

learning down (or is it up ?) to the level of fundamental 

beliefs t n7 Brown goes on to contrast the educational 

0 '.Ib.elen , ttProgrammed Materials Today: Ori tique and 
Proposal ," Elementary Sc hool Journal , LXIII (January, 1963) , 1920 

4ill£.., p . 191-

5Ibid ., p . 195. 

6Bob Burton Brown , "Acquisition versus Inquiry'; ~• 
Elementary School Journal , LXIV (October, 1963) , 11-170 

7Ibid., P • 11. 
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philosophies of teachers who subscribe chiefly to the 
n 

acquisition theory \Ti th those of ttinquiring" teachers . Tbe 

argument bears a close resemblance to the insight versus con 

ditioning di chotomy, with the 0 insi ght 11 side winning a clear 
• 

victory. Brown concludes , however , that an appropriate balance 

between the two philosophies is optimum o8 

very similar dichotomy with regard to learning theory 

was expressed by Eugene Galan ter (University of Pennsylvania) , 

in a lee ture given at the University of Chicago . 9 "Th.ere are 

two forms or mechanisms by v.hich people learn . " The first of 

these is the ttstochas tic" mechanism ; It enables the individual 

to "extract from the con tin gene ies between even ts tbe expect

a.tion that when one occurs the other will . " Trial and error, 

rote learning , and conditioning , according to Galanter , are 

related to this mechanism . The second form j the ''recursive" 

mechanism, involves the nconstruc tion of plans or methods for 

8Such dichotomies as insight versus conditionin g and 
acquisition ve r sus inquiry must be re garded as poles or extremes 
in the cognitive realm . There is probably considerable miscel 
lany in between these extremes which embodies mixtures or elements 
of both . Such mixtures appear both in the process and in the 
cognitive outcomes of learn ing . Bodies of organized data, for 
example , may be acquired ·Without the imposition of critic al judg
ment on the trutb. or value of such data , but may involve such 
mental processes as classifica§ion apd deduc tion . 

9Eu gene Ga.lanter , (Lectures delivered at the University 
of Chicago , August 18 , 19 , 1959) cited by John Ginther in "Man, 
Values , and the Machine , tt Elementary Sch ool Journal ; LX {January, 
1960) , 179 . . 
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figuring out tl:le )1\Y~~~d,.,olO 1h;i.s.r.distinction , like those 

made by '.Ihelen aI?-q,c)?1~9i.m , P,rovides a starting point in dif

ferent~ating amongst learning proces ses in an effort to dis 

cover which, if any , can b~ validly identified with an invent

ion based on Skinnerian principles . It also provides a basis 

for rebuttal of th~ behaviorist contention that all learning 

is the result of conditioning. 

Introspective data are needed to finalize the argu, -

ment that much of man ' s learning and behavior are unconditioned . 

T.b.e argument must first posit the freedom of man ' s will . 

Introspection reveals clearly that , however determined a man ' s 

actions may seem objectively, - subjectively they are free . 

Without recognizing this freedom a. man cannot even speak of 

an act of' ju~ent or a decision . Tb.is freedom, insofar as it 

is asserted and enjoyed by a man , is the antithesis of any 

contention that his (free) consc ious actions are c onditioned 

because c onditi oning implies determinismo 

Whi le it is granted that the causal ity of the "stoch

astic process, 11 rather than being a "causal chain/' is a 

"causal texture"- a chain wi.th uncertainty at every l ink.1:.
1 

lOibid . Al though he does not justify the choice, perhaps 
Galanter chose the term "recursive" to avoid the lack of pre
cision which always accompanies adaption of an already well-used 
word . 

11Hilgard, op . cit ., p . 389 . 
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- it is nevertheless tJ:ie"1 same lifnd of causality as obtains 

in the world of modern ·-:pnysics , where the uncertain but 

possible events at 1each:....link are also expressed according 

to the mathematics of probability. 12 Man 's mind could not 

be considered free irr the context of a causality identical 

to that which applies in the physical world , (any more than 

it could in a world which upholds the theories of modern 

physics if man's nature were assumed to be entirely physicaD. 

If we uphold the principle of man's freedom , even subjective

ly, then we must conclude that an important pa.rt of his be 

havior and learning is unconditioned , and also - a corollary 

not essential to the present argument - that an important 

part oi' his nature is not physical . To argue more positively, 

the very fact of man ' s consciousnes s , his possession of his 

faculties at points of decision , his ability to weigp, alter 

natives in terms of moral , social and aesthetic values , denies 

the necessary influence of conditioning stimuli in forcing his 

decision in one direction in preference to another . 

11 consci ous acts , then , are potentially free and 

unconditioned . ( 'Ibis does not, of course , preclude a man ' s 

being "lazyu in the exercising of his freedom with the res1;1lt 

that his "path-of - least-resistance" behavior appears externally 

12F . Waismann , n 'Ille Decline and Fall Causality , " in 
'furning Points in Physics, (Amsterdam: NO!'th-Holland Publish1.ng 
Company, 1959) , pp . 84-154 . 
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to be conditioned . ) e converse of the above statement , 

namely , that all uncons~_ious acts are potentially c onditioned 

has not been proved . 1 that can be said at this point is 

that such unconscious acts are not of necessity free , and 

therefore may be conditioned . 

Galanter , in stating that human learning is of two 

kinds , stochastic and recursive , implies that human learning 

which is not stochastic must be recursiveo It may, then , be 

asserted that 1imatever le arning man achieves by other than a 

stochastic or conditioning process , - a.s through insight , 

inquiry or other forms af free, consc ious and purposive thought , 

- must be identifiable with Galanter ' s ''recursive" learning . 

Skinner himself , has come very close to acknowledging 

the existence of the recursive me chanism: 

'Jhe behavior of a person who has calculated 
his chances , compared al ternat 1 ves , or con
sidered the consequences of a move , is 
different from , and usually more effective 
than , the behavior of one who has merely 
been exposed to unanalyzed contin genc ies . 1 3 

Intrusions , such a.s the above , of behaviorists into tbe cogni t 

i ve aspects of thinking and acting, are becoming increasingly 

c ommon . 'Ihey are analogous to the intrusion whi ch the present 

work is about to make into the s c ience of conditioning in an 

effort to examine from a rational viewpoint the objective laws 

13B.F. Skinner , ''Operant Behavior /' 
XVIII (Au gust , 1963) , -512 . 

erican Psrchologist, 
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vrhich it has deri ve'd 1
, - iri an effcr t , in fact , to discover 

whether any human learning is conditioning . 

It would app'ear that what of ten looks like condition

ing in man can be explained in very rational ways , usually 

in terms of some kind of purposive behavior . Hilgard sug

ges t s - this with reference to simple conditioning when he 

says: 

Despite all the attention commonly given 
to simple condi t io~ing in learnin g theory, 
the evidence for it is very fragmentary . 
'lhere is no doubt tba t learning takes 
place under the arrangements of the con
ditioned response experiment , but the 
results may usually be given alternative 
explanations ••• It is undeniable that 
in many instances the learner will do 
what he last did in the presence of given 
stimuli because similar motives are oper
a. ting, and wha. t he did last time achieved 
the goal . 14 

en viewed in relation to subje c tive as well as 

objective data , operant conditioning, or what looks like 

operant conditionin g of the human, takes on an entirely new 

meaning . To use a very practical example , let us suppose 

that a hungry man , who has no means of support , unexpectedly 

is invited to par take of a meal at one of the "s cup kitchens It 

which are becoming common in some lar ge cities . Behavioral 

science would say , perhaps correctly, that the probability 

of his returning to the sam location at a later time is 

1 4Hilgard , op . cit ., pp . 462 - 3 . 
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increased . the situation is exactly 

ry , rat " whose behavior is reinforced 

when tt discovers food at~·the centre of a maze . 15 
'1

1
0 say 

whz man returned , or did not , would be a violation of Skin

nerian discipline . On the other hand the situation as vievred 

by the layman unschooled in behavioral discipline is trivial . 

ither the man went back with the purpose of obtaining food 

to satisfy his hunger , or he did not go back because his pride 

1<1ould not le t him , or because he did not want to identify him

self with some of the people there , or because he had in the 

mean time discovered a less soul - destroying means of support , 

or for some other rational reason probably best obtained by 

asking the man why did not go back . 

other example is more within the scope of Skinnerian 

analysis . A woman sees a black cat cross the sidewalk in front 

f her . Shortly thereafter her purse is stolen in a departnent 

store . For a considerable time after these events she exer 

cises extreme cau tion whenever a black ca t cro sses her path o 

l!he layman can suggest no rational analysis of the woman ' s be 

havior , nor can the woman herself , except perhaps to say that 

she has heard that black ca ts are ubad luck" . 'Ihe behavior is , 

on the other hand , very analogous to the "superstitious" be

havior exhibited by the pigeon when fixed interval reinforce-

15Henry Gleitman, nPlace- Learnin~' .§£ientific American , 
CCIX (October , 1963), 116- 22 . 
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ments result in accidental conditioning . 16 

third 

small -ehild of a g e 

electrical outlet 

Pf,r tinent to our discussion . 

~e~rs , in an adventure of probing an 

a metal toy , receives a shock . The 

child thereafter avoi d~ the outlets . This example has elements 

in common vri th both previous examples . Like the hungry man , 

the child has learned some thing useful from the results of an 

incidental behav:ioral act . It has learned something whi ch is 

not only useful , but true by scientific standards . The child, 

however , has no concept of electricity, no understanding of the 

true causal relationship between the act and its consequences . 

'Iherefore , for the child , the situat ion is very similar to 

that of the superstitious woman . It has assumed a causal re -

lationship between two events having proximity in time , without 

sufficient valid evidence to justify the implication of such 

a causal relationship . It may be concluded, then , that some 

thing very closely akin to superstition (i.e. c onditioning} 

is an essential factor in certain kinds of learning especially 

for very young children • It might also be conj ec tur e d that 

excessive dependence upon this factor in a teaching procedure 

16
Holland .~d Skinner , .212..:. cit ., frames 14-1 to 14-51. 

food magazine delivers a pellet of food to each of several 
pigeons every 15 seconds . '1he birds soon associate the reinforce 
ments with incidental behaviors . 'Ihe experimenter returns to 
find one pigeon hopping from one foot to another , another bowing , 
another turning around and around , and so on , each bird repeating 
its ovm ttritual" between reinforcements . 
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may have as one contes( ,the development of a habit 

of inventing causal~,r:_,eJ~},i--.onships be t,veen events where in-

s uffic-ien t evidence i~J~~yaj.lable to demonstrate the truth or 

value of these relati-onships . 

If one has , something t teach which lacks rational 

causal relationships , the stochastic mechanism, to borrow 

Galanter ' s term , may be the best learning functi on to call 

upon in teaching it . attempt will presently be made to 

demonstrate the truth of the converse of this statement , 

namely that if one has something to teach which has rational 

causal relationships , then the recursive mechanism, again 

using Galanter 's term, is best . 

It would seem then , that much human behavior which 

has the external appearance of conditioning can be rational 

ized at the conscious level in terms of purposive acts origin

ating ultimately in the soul and will of free man . It must be 

allowed, however , that introspec tive techniques can say very 

little about what is going on at the unconscious level . Many 

human acts , especially those involving the kinesthetic sense , 

are efficiently regulated by unconscious mentality - not merely 

such reflexes as occur in the pupi l of the eye , the knee tendon , 

or the process of breathing , but also pomponen ts ~ of such ac 

quired skills as walking, dancing or driving an automobile . 

It may well be that the laws of operant behavior apply in a 

fairly causal and useful way to the mental processes whi ch 

occur be l ow the level of c ons ci ousne ss. 
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Many of the human · idiosyncrasies cited by Skinner 
.-,(', -

as examples of operant behavior , like the examples which 

Guthrie has cited to support his theory of '' contiguous 11 

conditioning;7 a~e plausible evidence of nhuman conditioningtt 

if one assumes that such 0 condi ti oning" is , in fact , uncon

scious , - i ~e . that a man who is being "c onditioned" is not 

aware that he is being conditioned . Such a man may unknow

ingly permit some aspects of his behavior to be controlled 

efficiently by the will of others . This unconscious character -
of conditioning is in keeping with our earlier conclusion that 

it is contradictory to call a free act a conditioned act . 

It must be concede d that a process very similar to the 

condit ioning whi ch occurs in animals may occur on occasion in 

man . onditioning processes seem eapecially demonstrable in 

very young children . rl\iis brings us to the question as to 

whether this conditioning process occurs in programmed learning 

and , if so , whether it accounts felt' the apparent success of 

programmed ins true tion with respect to immediate measurable 

outcomes . ight there not , in fact , be alternative explan-

at1ons of this success? 

number of authors have su gges t e d that the 11 Hawthorne 11 

r novelty effect is suffi c ient to account for the majority of 

17For a detailed account of Guthrie's conditioning theory 
and human implications in child- rearing am pedagogy , see 

'.'Hilga:td-., op .cit . ; pp . 48- 81 . 
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the success pro_gra.mmj~ ,!3~Jruction has enjoyed to date . 

Ramsey , for example ., states that ttaside from the novelty 
, ....... ~··•""'""! ..... 

effect, machines do not seem to produce any significant amount 

f learning more than is produced through more conventional 

media . 1
•
18 Certainly children are fond of gadgetry; and some 

thing new in cla ssroom environment and technique is likely 

to stir enthusiasm for a while . Indeed, the relatively few 

experimental studies which have extended over two full semest

ers generally report less remarkable results in t~e second 

semester than in the first . Reed and Hayman report that 

"several teachers pointed out that , when the novelty of tbe 

situation wore off , many pupils suffered from boredom."19 

There seems , hovrever , to be more to the success of programs 

than can be dismissed as Hawthorne effect . 

'lb.ere are a number of other human factors which pro

bably c ontribute to program effec ti venes s . No analysis of 

the initial learning of new concepts , for example, can ignore 

perception . 20 Indeed, experiments with nonsense material 

18eur tis Pru 1 
s tru c ti on , " Edu ca ti -

tt Curriculum Issues in Programmed 
..... "..-T-r I (March, 1963) , 413 ., 

volving 
Journal 

19 Jerry E . Reed and John 
Use of English 2600, 

f Educational Resear ch, 

• Hayman , n An Experiment I.n
,u tom.ate d In s tru c ti on Text , n 
LV (June - July , 1962) , 478 • 

20Perception straddles the perimeter of the behavior
ist's ken . More than sensation, it implies that the level of 
consciousness has been reached . Unless it produces an overt 
response, however , the behaviorist can ne ver know that it has 
occurred . Although Skinner has studied perception, it does 
not form an expressed part of his programmtn·g· r.a tiona.la. . 
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have demons tra teq :th:3. ._t ;:-, pe):•_gepit_ion· al one , insofar a.s the 

learnin g process c be-:-.·s_to.p_pe9-.1 a:.t; that stage , results in 

a rudimentary kind :ofJ learnin g whereby a small a mount of 

recall can be summ_oned .:;·. I .t i s also widely accepted that man 

has a fiel d. of _g,]te ____ _ at any given instant and that this 

field , be it called.a set , an expectancy, or merely an alert

ness of a threshold low enough to be overcome by the intensity 

of the sense data at hand , is the chief determining factor in 

whether or not perception will occur .
21 ntwistl e bas demon-

s tre. ted that merely ttad.minister ing attensi ty , n i . e . calling 

attention to the subject ma. tter at hand, promotes learning 

no matter by what means attention is su:mmoned.
22 

'Ihe Skinnerian program c ertainly demands well focus 

sed attention . 'lhe sentence which appears in the -pr ogr-a.m 

frame has little meaning until the omitted word or words are 

available ; and the student is told not to proceed to the next 

frame until he has provided the mis sing part . U~like the con

ventional textbook which permits daydreaming students tog 

through the motions of reading whole paragraphs or even 

chapters without asping the meaning of a single sentence , 

21Clifford T. Morgan , rntroduction to Psychology , 
(New York: Mc Graw- Hill , 1956 ), p . 163 . 

22 Dor is R . Entwisle , ttAttensity: Factors of Specific 
Set in School Learning," :Harvard Educational Review, 
(Winter , 1961) , 84- 101 . 
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the progr requires that an understanding of the meaning 

of each sentence beu attempted and acknowledged by the student 

before he is pernitJ.ed to proceed . ensations must become 

12,e r cepts, perhaps even concep ts , before the student can c on

tinue . Once the .. meaning of the sentence has been grasped, 

there is nothing to prevent the occurrence of insights based 

on that meening , insights that occur in their USJ.al human way, 

unheralded, as - a - flash , full - formed . 

~e attention- holding quality of programned learning 

would seem to have spe c ial merit for the student whose a.ttent-

ion tends to wander . 

a student who has 

t can , however , be very cumbersome to 

tered the art of comprehension in silent 

reading . Perhaps this 0 spoon- feeding" of the 11 scatterbrain11 

and inflicting of a needless burden on the good student 

cf'fers an explanation of the rather low or insignificent cor

relations which have been obtained between intelligence test 

soore::s and sc ores on achievement tests based on programmed in

struction . 23 'Ibe met.hod seem , in any case , to be effective in 

reducin g the variability of the achievement within a gi ven group . 

Whether or not this is a de:!!ired ou tco11e will be left f or 

23 Douglas Porter , "Some Effects of Year - long Teaching 
chine ln!!truction , " in .c\uto:tiatic Tee.chi : 'lhe State of the 

....... t , Eugene Gala.nter (ed-:7', New York : John Wiley and ons, 
1959) , pp . 85 - 90 . 
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l ater discussion . 

ould say that the crux of the 

learning mechanism is the "stamping io. 11 ( or stamping out ) 

of the s tu dent ' s response provided by the confirming (or 

c orrecting) frame . 'lb.is is the reinforcer or reward which 

represents the food to the hungry animal . It was noted in 

Db.apter III that this contention has yet to be demonstrated 

conclusively experimentally . 24 It is submitted that the 

confirmation portion of the sequence has little actual 

"stamping- in " value if the student's response is correct -

' especially in the errorless program where the student pro -

bably knows he is correc t -, but that it undoubtedly offers 

encouragement , a well known motivating t echnique whenever 

the objective is to sustain an activity - in this case, to 

entice the student to c ontinue with the program . When the 

student ' s response is incorrect , telling him so and supply

ing him with the correct inf orma. tion has obvious tui tional 

24Hilgard (Op . cit ., p . 36 ) ci tes two interesting 
experiments (by Wallach and Henle) in which confirmation 
produced no strengthening of the subject ' s response . The 
subject was told that he was participatina in an experiment 
on extrasensory perception, and so to be ~right" on one trial 
had no known implic ation for the following trial . There was 
no intent to learn the right response , and in fact the hear 
ing of the word 0 right1• did nothing to increase the frequenc y 
of repetition of the confirmed response . We might venture 
the conclusion that if c onfirmation has any psychological 
stamping in value , aside from the information which it con
veys , then this value is entirely dependent upon an intent 
to learn . 
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value . 25 pal value is not , however , in itself 

a reason to jus-tiJ..f-y; r-: the procedure because the mis - information 

would not have occurred if .th..e correct words had been sup-

plied in lieu of tne blanks . 

'lhelen, in his critique of programmed instruction , 

concedes that man has certain low- level mental processes in 

common with some sub - humans , but he brands "the conditioning 

principles on ,,hich it [ programmed instruction] is said t 

be based" as 11 questionable in this application" •26 T.he 

notion of feedback is, for him , the none viable idea!' used 

in programs today. 'Jhe via.bill ty of pr ogra.m feedback would 

seem to arise not only out of such rational factors as tbe 

encouragement" which bas b.e,e.n mentioned, but a.lso out of • a 

ra~her hypnotic feeling which overcomes one who is under

going programmed instruction,- a. feeling that he is being 

controlled and that his interest is being maintained by 

forces which tend to deny rational or conscious explanatiu4 . 

On the issue of whether programmed lea.ming is 

conditioning, the stand taken here is in close agreement with 

25A marksman can shoot at a target indefinitely with
out improving his score unless there is someone in the butt 
to mark his target or otherwise sigp.al back to him where his 
bullets are landing . 

26 ':Ihelen, "Programmed Materials Today: Critique and 
Proposal , " op . cit ., p . 190 
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that which Thelen has taken . 'Ihe probability that pro-

gram sustain ac ti v~ ty , like the pro-

bability that progr,~ed instruction , by focussing attention , 

systematizes perception to the end that cognitive insights 

are facilitated , is aclmowledged . To this extent it is 

~cknowledged that programmed learning employs proces ses 

which are analogous to ccndi tionin g . It is not acknowledged , 

however , that the motivation which is operative in sustain

ing act1 vi ty is anythin g other than strictly extrinsic moti 

va. ti on . 

'lb.e issue of extrinsic versus intrinsic motiva. tion 

brings us to the fina l question which this chapter purports 

to answer , namely, whether subject matter involving more 

than mere habit or rote memorization can be programmed 

effectively - whether , for example , permanent interests , 

discovery , problem solving , creativity, and independent 

thinking can be taught by programs . While these processes 

are interrelated , they merit separate detai led c onsideraticn 

because of their importance in the curriculum. They will 

be c cnsidered in the sequence just menti oned . '!he chief 

issue in determining their ttprogrammability" , over and 

above the extrinsic versus intrinsic moti vation issue 

a lready men ticned, will be that of d 

method . 

.a ti c versus era tic 

'lhe extrinsic nature of the moti vati0n employed 1.n 

programs would seem to present a major problem with regard 

to the development of permanent interests and the teaching 
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of te chniques . of~clis covery . 

Jerome fl. "-'Bruner has opposed excessive dependence 

upon- extrinsic reinforoemen t because it tends to lead to 

rote and conforming behavior and to inhibit original.i ty .27 

He argues t hat the intrinsic motivation provided by dis -

covery greatly reduces the hf.eed for reinforcement external 

to the task at hand . Gagne end Bolles express a preference 

for intrinsic motivation in :military training because of' the 

role which it plays in the transfer situation . 28 
]h the field 

of education, this transfer value has been verified experiment

ally by Haslerud and Meyers o29 Extrinsic motivation , however 

effective it may be in initial learning, generates no wave 

of interest in the subsequent applic a tion of' what has been 

learned. Contrary to the . various drive -reducing theories 

(which identify human motivational i mpetus with the satis 

faction of the various human appetites ), genuine intellectual 

interest in knowledge for its own sake appears , if anything, 

27 
Jero11e s . Bruner , tt 'Ille Act of Discovery, " Harvard 

Educational Review, XXXI (Winter , 1961) , 21 - 32 . 

28Robert M. Gagne end Robert C. Bolles , "A Review of 
Factors in Learning Efficiency , 0 .Automatic Teaching: '1he State 
of the A.rt , Eugene Galanter , (ed.T, (New York: John Wiley and 
Sons , Inc ., 1959) , p . 27 . 

sfer 
Value 
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to be '
1he thirst for understanding of 

does not become satiated by the 

achievement of such under s tandmg . Each new insight sa tis 

fies the curiosity of the moment , but also forms the basis 

for the asking of further questions . tis the asking of 

these questions , more than the finding of their answers , 

which provides the motivation . It is chiefly by this 

process that permanent interests are devel oped . 

s far as efficacy is concerned , teaching methods 

which employ the intrinsic motivation of discovery have 

proved under experimentation to be superior to methods 

using extrinsic motives . Kersh has shown that "guided 

discoveryu is superior to "directed learning" for teaching 

rules used in summing arithmetic progressions and both are 

superior t o rote learning . 30 'Ihe University of Illinois 

Committee on School J!IIs. thematics has stressed "initial self

discovery of generalizations by students , foll owed by pre

c ise , consistent , and unambiguous verbalization of modern 

concepts ."31 'Ihe method ct: providing examples whereby the 

student is required to discover the "rule" is in direct 

30Bert Y. Kersh , tt'lhe Motivating Effec t of Learning 
by Direc ted Dis covery, " Journal of Educ ational Psychology , 
LTIT (April , 1962) , 68 . 

31David p . klsubel and Donald Fitzgerald , "Meaning-
ful Learning and Retention: In trapersonal Cognitive Variables , n 
eview of Educational Research, XXXI (December , 1961) , 503- 4 . 
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contrast to the 11ru'.'feg 11 programming system developed by 

Homme and Glaser lli~v1h1.ch the rule is stated first followed 

b 1 
32 . 

y an examp e . It is extremely doubtful whether programs 

can be developed whicb are capable of providing the guidance, 

evaluation of responses , or heuristic teacher- pupil inter

chan ge which is necessary to elicit efficient discovery by 

the student when the examples , instead of the rule , are 

given first . 33 'Ille heuristic method, characterized by a lar ge 

variety of partly right suggestions proffered by students 

and evaluated by the teacher (usually by asking other questicns) 

is definitely beyond the scope of the inflexible linear pro 

gr-am . The inflexibility of programs results in a rigid dog 

matism which characterizes the auto-instruc tional materials 

:in existenee today~ 

It is the dogmatism of pr ogr-ams which gives rise 

to serious difficulties whenever an a. ttempt is made to pro

gram subject matter which for any reason admits of more than 

one possible answer to a given question . Subject matter of 

this kind is encountered in such activities as problem solving , 

32 IJ.oyd E . Homme and Robert Glaser , "Problems in Pro
amming Verbal Leaming Sequences , n in Iumsdaine and Glaser , 

op . cit ., pp . 486 - 96 . 

33Norman R . F . Maier , "Reasoning in Humans , " in Harris 
and Schwahn , op .cit ., pp . 31- 41 . 
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creative and imag:i:nati:ve~:· tlii:riking , and the use of judgment 

in deciding upon the·..=:·tr.Uth i and practi cal or aesthetic value 
-

of data which have been presented. 

obert F . Creegan , Professor of Philosophy, State 

University of New York , has challenged pro_grammers to elim-

inate the dogmatism of programs . 34 He writes: "D9spite all 

their efficiency in one type of learnin g, the birds [ pigeons] 

never questioned what might exist outside the [ skinner J box. 35 

He suggests that students may be denied the opportunity to 

develop their imagination if the questions they are asked 

acknowledge one , and only one , correct answer in a world where 

the most important questions rave either several possible 

answers , or perhaps no answer . 36 Robert B . Nordberg, Depart

ment of Education , Marquette University , is another critic of 

34 
Robert F . Creegan, "Automated Education: Mlst it 

be Dogmatic ?, 0 School and Society, XC (Summer , 1962) , 258 . 

35
Ibid o 

36Not to quote Creegan out of context , it must be 
noted that his anxiety is about the types of programs we may 
choose to use and not about the f a ct that we may use programs . 
He suggests that it may be possible to devise a program which 
teaches honest doubt . 
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ordberg aptly states: 0 If the pupil 

anized that he demands tc know why 

this is the right ' answer , or isn 1 t , the machine might para

phrase Cha.u ce r: 

11 know not h ow these things may be; 
I gi ve the answer giv en to me }168 

'.lhe dogmatism of pro grams is the prec ise reas on why 

they are not , in spite of their claims , S ocratic in me thod . 

Claims that programs are Socratic ign ore the fact tba t truly 

ocrati c questions are conditioned t o a grea t extent upon 

the ans'V'1ers of the students . 'lhey also ignore the fa c t that 

Socrates was an inquirer into human vir tue , into the s tate of 

his own soul and that of his pupil 's soul . 39 Socrates cer tainly 

did not bel ieve in the nerrorlesstt pro gram. Ralph Thomas ha s 

c ited one of the many examples of Socratic i rony in which 

ocra t es deliberately attemp ts to "trap the student, " i . e ., 

elicit an inc orrec t r esponse , thus leading t o contradi c tions 

whi ch enable the studen t to discover his own error . 40 

37Robert B o Nor dberg , '' What Teaching Machine s Can 
and Cann o t Do , " Cathol i c Educational Revi ew, LIX (September , 
1961} , 361 - 7. 

38 Ib id . p . 363 . 

39Harry s . Broudy , "Socrates and the Teaching Machine , 11 

.!:gi Del ta Kappan , XLIV (Mar ch , 1963 ), 2 43 o 

40Ralph E . Thomas , 11 Programmed Learning and the 
Socra ti c Dialogue : A Critical Review , n Ame rica.n Psychologist , 
XVIII (August , 1963), 536- 8 . 
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It is granJ,_e_d tith rowder 1s branching programs 

are somewhat closer .. to , a Socrati,c method than are linear 

programs , but they; .ru;1,e , so only; to the extent that they can 

forecast accurately •• the various alternative responses whic h 

a student may make . Even then , normally only one of the al 

ternatives given is considered correct . 'lhe choice by the 

student of any other alternative results in his being routed 

through a cycle of frruoos, desigied to reorient his "erroneous" 

logic . He is then re turned to the original frame .ttor a second 

try . The only way the student can continue with tne program 

is to select the alternative which the programmer wanted him 

to . The program is still dogmatic; the subject matter must be 

just as clear - cut as with the linear program . 

Problem s.:.olving is an extremely important example of 

subject matter which is not clear-cut . In their attempts to 

tea.ch problem solvin g, progr,ams of necessity End up teaching 

a step- by- step procedural meth od which , when examined critical

ly, amounts to little more than rote learning . The memorized -, 

procedure is useful for only one proglem . 'Ihe so- called other 

problems to which the procedure is applied are really the same 

problem with variations in the values of the parameters . 

Furthermore , only one of perhaps several correct solutions to 
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this one problell'J. ,-Q.an:._'_be consid.e,red . 41 'Ihe method has 

validity only f' gr., i;su·c:h t.t:hingsi. , as long division or use of 

a slide rule , i ~e. , procedures which are being provided as 

tools rather than tasks ,which are being assigned for the 

benefit of insightful experience . For more complex problems , 

such sets of' rules not only rob the problem of the greatest 

part of its intrinsic motivation, but also develop problem 

solving habits which make the student blind to more gener

alized problem s:> 1 vin g approaches . Some of the best teachers 

of problem solving give students , at most , three rules: 

l . Or ganize the known data (i . e ., draw a 
diagram, etc . ) . 

2 . Identify the unknown da. ta . 

3 . Try some thing . 

No program which has been devised thus far can cope with the 

evaluatio~ of the multitude of original , creati ve , and imag

inative approaches which students will take in applyi ng 

these simple rules to a challenging problem . 

'lhere is considerable evidence to support the con 

tention that over dependence upon the stochastic mechanism 

in problem solving impedes successful use of the recursive 

mechanism . It has been suggested , for example , tba t the 

41 
T.he branchin g progr>am can be adapted to allow perhaps 

two or three different correc t solutions , but today's pr ogr-ams 
have done very little to date to make use of this facility . 
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1mm.edia te feedbac..; of ,··the·• 1t'eaching machine program tnay 

develop impatience student and 1ha. t this impatience 

may r'esult in tne sen.dent , -s becoming frustrated and giving 

up too easily when he is confronted by a lon g or difficult 

problem re quiring a recursive approach o
42 

Indeed, Holland 

and Skinner have sho:vn that , vd th animal learning at least , 

the higher the frequency of reinforcement , the more rapidly 

the recurrence of extinction when reinforcement is withdrawn . 43 

Experiments with human subjects show similar adverse effects 

of the excessive use of tt condi tioned11 learning . Krumbol tz 

reports that "too much unassim11a.ted feedback can impede the 

solu tton of a two- dimensional geometric game . n44 This is 

in line with Galanter's contention that auto-instruction is 

c apable of inhibiting · ilfla.ginati on and creati vity: 

It appears that an 4,. I . D. [Au t omatic Instruct
ional Device] can only teach associations , or 
rote materials , and therefore can never teach 
a child to be creative, and, in fact , may 
result in4~tultifying any creativity that he 
may have . 

ile student reacti ons to programmed instruction 

cannot be cle.ssed as nexpert opinion" they are at least 

42 John Ginther, tt Man , Values , a:id the Machine , 
men tary School Journal , LX (January, 1960) , 179 . 

l;le -

43James G. Holland and B. F . Skinner , The Analysis of 
Behavior (New York: McGraw-Hill , 1961) , frame 18- 2 . 

44 John D. Krumbol tz, 11 Meanlngful Learning and Retention: 
Practice and Reinforcement Variables , " Review of Educational 
Research , XX:Xl (December , 1961) , 540 . 

45E . Ga.lanter, tt'!v10 Models of a Student , " Teachers 
College Record, LXII (Decenber , 1960) , 194 . 
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experienced opinion, i ons a t the 

university may be g].;a_s .:3eµt ?-S n quas i - expert" . 

adua te level in 

oth presents 

a most interesting spectrum of such reactions based on the 

critiques written by enty- six graduate siu,dents , after 

completion of' Holland and Skinner's n'Ihe alysis c;,f Behavi o:c." 46 

Five students liked t.rie method both at the beginning of the 

program and at the end . 'Ihe following is typical of the re 

action of tbe seven teen students who , al though initially in

terested , developed a dislike for the program: 

The end result is an overly receptive and 
manipulated conglomerati on of protoplasm •• 
• • It is a detriment to crea t!,yi ty , critical 
thinking , and problem solving o 

It is generally accepted tba t imagination is the 

prime source out of which creativi ty and inventive problem

solvin g are ma.de to .fl.ow; that the ability of man to visualize 

novel situa tions in the nmind 1s e;ye" facilita t es the formu

lati on of plans whereby new inventions can come into being . 48 

Imaginati on when t::rrained and used productively undoubtedly 

saves endles s amounts of t:lme end energy which would be re-

46Robert Howard Roth , "Student Reactions to Programmed 
Lea rning, " Phi Delta Ka.opan . XLIV (March , 1963) , 279 . 

47 Ibid . 

48R . W. Gerard , 11 \1hat is Imagination , " Harris and 
s chwahn , op . cit ., pp . 81 - 89 . 
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quired in human ~ent'l;)rpr ises if useful inn ovations had t o 

be arrived at 

to use an 

nd err m Imaginative power , 

\I)le , enables a per s on who is 

assembling a jig- saw puzz le to 'bry pie ces mentally , and qui ck-

ly reject them withou he ne cessity of having to pick them 

up and try them. physi cally . The hum.an intelle c t is able to 

produce and direct this imagina tive power at will because , 

accoflding to the classical tradition , the intellect is an 

efficient and final cause in relation to other conscious 

mental faculties . 49 Man ' s imaginative power can make avail 

able to his consciousness such data as it may require , dis 

played in an organization appropriate to the problem. at hand , 

to enable reasoning and learning to oc cur even in the physical 

absence of sense data relevant to the pr oblem. . or a teach-

ing technique to stifle imagina. ti on--r--and it would appear pro 

gr!Utlll.1ed instruction does;-is a very se:riious matter . 50 

1he creative use of the inagtna.tion is but one of 

the higher 11.enta.l facu l ties which characterize man ' s cognitive 

and reasoning powers . Judgment, for exampl~ is an equally 

vital faculty . That judg111ent can be considered as more or less 

distinct from conceptualization is evidenced by tbe fact that 

a. neurotic pers en may suffer no losa of I . Q. despite his loss 

49H .. I . Labe 11~ '1he A~en t Intellect Ace ording to Joseph 
rechal and the Classical'radit:lon (Doctoral Thesis ; Rome: 

Pontificia Universitas Gregoriana , 1960 ), p . 75 . 

50 'Ill.at pro gramme d ins tru e ti on stifles imagination 
and cre a tivity i s supporte d by ar iguments on pages 59, 62, 63 
and 64 of t h e present work. 
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ound decisions . 51 No cognitive 
!l 

c oriole t~, however, un ti l the point of 

judgment has been reached . 'Ihe truth l!rld the value of - . 

the data. must be assessed before gny real addition has l , 

been l'.lade to the mind ' s intellectual content . 'Ille auto-

ins t rue ti onal pro gr> am in no way invites such jud~ ents: 

if anything , it discourages them . This is d e J.1ons trated 

whenever atte mpts are mcde t o p rograJ.1 ambigu ous or contro

versia l subject nt tter . If a student ch ooses t o use his 

o wn judgJ.1en t in as se ssing the t ru th or va l ue of his an s wer; 

failure t o ob ta.in c onf i rJ.1ati on can have very dam ging con 

sequences as well as negative motivating influences . 'lhe 

student may well be place d in su ch a position that he must 

either affir11 his own judgment - thus losing oo nfiden c e in 

(pe r haps even terminating his lear ning fro11 ) the program 

or worse, af f irm the p r ogra:11 1 s j u dgment , thereby discounting 

his own r ight to think far hi11aelf , mere l y so that he can 

con tinue with the pr ogram . An e11oti onal re a c ti on is t o b e 

expected in e ither c as e . Reed end Hayman repor t that t•·wheri 

pupil a know ins tin e ti vel y that their answers are correct , 

but do n ot get reinforce11en t fro11 the p r inted answer , they 

a re confus ed and many are angry . " 52 T.h.is clearly restricts 

the type of subje c t m.tter whi ch can be programmed to that 

about which no controversy can exist . 

51Rober t Nordberg, "Man I s Hationa.11 ty - A Psych ologi
cal Vi ew, u'l"cathol ic Educ ati onal Revi ew, LV (February, 1957) , 75 . 

52 Reed and Hayman , .£12 • c i .!2, . , p • 4 7 8 • 
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en 1-J.a.·.ter_i ·a.-l of a con tr overs ia.l nature is. pro -

granuned the si-~µJ1t:iqr_1~1 ts entirely different from that in 

which a textbook, or even a teacher , presents opinions 

about controversial topics . , A s:tuden t can read or hear 

controversial statemen,ts without jeopardizing his rigit to 

think for himself . n the program, the student is required 

to ~icipate in the presentation of the material without 

having any final ~in the matter . He must speak his lines; 

no ad libi tum is all owed, Even the most cautious student 

can feel himself being swept along , encouraged at every 

decision point , like a man who finds himself submitting to 

he skilful tactics of an experienced life insurance sales -

man . ter an exposure to the indoctrination or "beha.v1or -

s~p.ingu of the first 45 ttsets» of ')!;'he Analysis oi' Behavior, 

for example , the student finds himself confronted with tfie 

following frame :53 

The term voluntary is a misleading 
description of operant behavior 
because ope ran ts a a & con trolled 
throu gh relevant variables as comp
letely as respondents o 

are 

~ 

The student typically finds the frame easy , answers it read

ily, and moves on quickly to the next fr :i:rne with little if 

~+·. 

53Holland and Skinner , .2.E..:.£1 t ., frame 46 - 29. Skinner uses 
the term ttrespondent" to denote a Pavlovian response in the same 
way tha. t he uses the term tt oper an t 0 to denote a Skinnerian res 
ponse . 
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any thought about the i:mplicat1 ons of the deter.minis tic 

principle to which h'e has subscribed . Thelen has observed 

that "there is no cohtrol over student purposes or motives ••• 

His posture is to be extraordinarily docile , and he is not 

expected to participate in goa.l - se tting. 1154 Tbe stochastic 

me chanism of programs would seem then to be such a subtle 

process that it takes place largely unawares . It is not re 

flective or recursive; it does not question or challenge ; it 

acquires without inquiring o Critical judginen t does not parti 

c ipate in this type of learning. 

· In summary of this chapter , it may be concluded that 

only a very small amount of human learning results from con-

ditioning and, by the same token , only a very sm.11 ount of 

programmed learning is "conditioning" . 'lhe apparent success 

of programs may be attributed mainly to their ability to 

prohibit daydreaming while material is being read , and to 

a rather uncanny , or at least unconscious , ability to sustain 

a ctivity . Programmed instruction has been found empi rically 

to be highly successful in the stochastic learning process 

whereby knowledge of a. type which may be acquired through rote , 

and skills of a type which may be acquired through drill , · 

y be learned . For learning which involves concep t formatim 

or eveninsigb.ts (ff they can be called such in the absen ce of 

critical judgments) , the method ha s demonstrated a moderate 

54 'Ib.elen, t1 l:'rogramme terials 'l'oday: Critique and 
Proposal , " ~ . cit ., p . 190, . 
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success but one which is-wholly unrelated to the psychology 

which has given he procedures used . .en programs 

a.tte..11pt lee.ming Nnctfons above the strictly conceptual 
$(/l' 

level they frequently give rise to adverse ttside effects" 

with re gard to the use of imagination and judgment . 

ny promoters of auto- instruction freely ad:rni-t the 

limitations of programs wibh regard to the development of • 

faciliuY. in the use of higher mental fa. cuities . 55 Educators 

must , however , be on guard age.ins he over -optimistic .d 

probably 

hing . 56 

incere reformer who would like 

ilberm , n industrial pro gr 

o pro gr-am every

.er , claims 

"any doms.in of instruction , including creativity , is fair 

game for progrann.ing . " 57 'lhe view that has ·been substanr.

iated here is closer to that expressed by Nordberg when he 

writes: 

Teaching m.chines ... can be of use in 
teaching cut- and- dried , co 1r1ple tely 
une.mbi guou s subject l'lB. tter , ru ch as 
spelling or simple computation , and 
only when directed and actively super 
vised by a teacher and subjectgg to 
freque;nt review end criticiS:ll o 

55 Kenneth E . Anderson and Allan Jack Edwards , "Educat
ional Process and Progra:111r1ed Instructlon ,t' !!.2urnal of Educat
ional Research , LV (August , 1962) , 540 . 

56foK. Komoski , ttProgratlrled Instruction - A Prologue 
to What ?" Phi Delta Kappan , XLIV (March, 1963) , 293 0 

57Ha.rry F . Silberman , "Wba t are the Limits of Progra1111ed 
Inatruction?tt Phi Delta Kappan , XLIV (March , 1963) , 293 . 

58Nordberg, tt 
op • C it • , p • 3 67 • 

t 'i'eaching Machines Can and Cannot Do , n 
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Pressey, the prophet of teaching machines, has shown 

great concern about the present day course of the revolution 

which he predicted. His charges, moreover , make a unique 

summation of the present thesis up to this point ,59 

All this [ Skinner 's linear programming theory] bas 
seemed plausible theoretically, and hopes have been 
high for extraordinary educational advances. Instead, 
evidence has been accumulating that the above hypo
theses on which the programming was being based ; were , 
for human learning of meaningful matter, not so •••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 

Most important matter to be learned has structure, 
which the programming destroys except the serial or
der, and most i mportant learning is integrative and 
judgmental, so requires a looking about in what is 
being studied; for all such purposes a teaching ma
chine seems about as hampering as a scanning device 
which required that one look at a picture only one 
square inch at a time, in a set order ••• o 

• • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Children gradually develop a number system, also cog
nitive schema as of space, causality; and they do this 
not by so crude a process as the accretion of bit 
learnings stuck on by reinforcements •••• No less a 
charge is made than that the whole trend of American 
research and theory as regards learning has been based 
on a false premise-that the important features of 
human learning are to be found in animals. 

At the same time, educators are faced by the fact that 

programmed instruction works , or at any rate gets students 

through examinations. Can one accept automated instruction 

but reject a large portion of the theory behind it? The findings 

of the next chapter will have some bearing on this question . 

59Sidney L. Pressey, nTeaching Machine (and Learning 
Theory) Crisis," Journal of Applied Psychology, XLVIII (Feb
ruary, 1963), 1-6. 
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THEORETICAL EVA.LUATION: PART TI ( IN THE LIGHT OF 
HUMANISTIC EDUCATIONAL AIMS ) 

This chap t er endeavor s to answer two ques tions : 

1 . Are there any undesirable edu cational outcomes, 

not produc ed by conventional educati on, that are apt to 

re sult from full - scale use of programmed instruction? 

2 . Are there any shortcomings of convent ional 

educational objec ti ves and outcomes that are apt t o be 

perpe tuate d or accen t ua ted by programmed instruc ti on ? 

s re gards the first of these questions this s t udy 

mu st no t fail to consider philosophical principles which 

are i nheren t in the behavioral scientist ' s approach and 

which may easily be. imbibed b y the impress i onable min ds 

of you th via the high effic ie.ncy indoctrination of pro

grammed instruction . It mus t a lso i nquire whether or not 

the danger exis ts of t_riis sys t em of i nstruc ti on being put 

t o some diabolical use . 

It is easy to take a very pragmati c ap proach to 

progr ammed learning , - to disregard the strictures of tbe 

pre cedin g chap ter and to take , as the cri t e ri on of the 

truth of the underlying psychology , its practical value as 

tes t ed by immediate measurable out comes . This would all be 

very well if the £Sychology involved were not so closely 

bound up with a phi losophy, a philosophy whic h the major i ty 

of professional educators find distasteful , if not untenable,-

- 71 -
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n1s1;ic , agnostic and materialistic , 

con tro 1 over bhe thoughts and 

ra~her serious charge will be demon-

strated in due course.' The immediate question is whether 

the methodology of operant conditi onin g can be borrowed 

without accepting also the determinism, agnosticism , mater 

ialism and cybe1,netic aspirations which go hand in hand with 

it today . 

George L . 'Geis would lead us to believe that at 

least the determinism and cyberneticism must be purchased 

in the same package with programming rationale . 1 Geis has 

stated: 

To understand programming I am convinced 
one must understand the b ia.s of de termini.am. 
or the programmer has committed himself t o 

the active control of human behavior . He 
is an animal trainer using humans as sub 
jects. The important point .to recognize is 
that among educators this is a new idea . One 
ma.j or contribution of the programming move
ment to education is what it does in changing 
the attitude of the teacher o Up to now the 
emphasis has been the effect of programs on 
students . \Ve might look at the effects of 
programs on the teacher and on the program
mer for not all or even most pr ogrammers 
hold a deterministic view at least early in 
the game and ~ertainly I do not think most 
educ a tors do . 

laeor ge_ L . Geis , 11 .An Attitude: Determinism , "(Lecture 
delivered to prospective programmers , A.M. 11 July , 1961) , 
S stem Trainin : Pro a.mined Lea.rnin ( Toronto: Canadian 
National Telecommunications , 1961 , pp . 9 - 1 to 9-11. 

2!E.!5!., p . 9- 5 . 
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.Geis has made no attemp,t ,. to disguise his object of incul

cating the deterministicrJ viewpoint in the prograDllll.er , the 

teacher , and the student~. 1 He makes the precise nature of 
~ 

this die termini s m. 0 very clear when he says : 

Ea.ch new scientific event reduced man ' s 
role as a noble creature . He was finally 
told that he was but a continua ti on , no , 
merely ) an off- shoot , of en evolutionary line . 
,-~ . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
••• 4,t any rate the last vestige of 
prestige remaining today is free will . Ma.n ' s 
planet is just one of many; man himself is 
a glorified ape . 
But he is· dramatically different from the 
other apes for he ha. s volition . It is this 
last bias that the behavioral sciences are 
a tte11pting to overcome . 3 

Geis is not merely teaching a determinism for use in 

the physics la.bore. tory , where it doesn I t work par ticula.rly 

well anyway: 4 he is advocating abolition of the notion of 

the human will . Such an attitude c ertainly is unac ceptable 

to educators like John TraveI!sOf the School of Education 

of Boston College , who writes: 

••• '!he notion af the will is intimately 
bound to learnin g theory, and an.y attempt 
to overlook its importance or ignore it 
completely does irreparablg dama ge to 
such a theory of learning. 

3Ibid., pp. 9 - 2 , 9 - 3• 

4F . Waisma.nn , tt 'Ihe Decline and Fall of Gausali ty ,t1 in 
Turning Points in Phz:sic s , (amsterde.m: North- Holland publish
ing Company , 1959 J, pp. 84- 154 . 

5 John F . '!ravers , "Learning 'Iheory: Animal or Human ?" 
Catholic Educational Review , LIX (April , 1961) , 236 0 Travers ' 
stat_emnt is in keeping with our earlier findings that the 
notion of the will is essential in defining the human learn
ing processes which a re not "conditioning" proces ses . 
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Travers also points ou -c t:fi~ . materialistic philosophy of. 

most behavioral scientists when he says: 

'Ihe ories of conditioning, Behaviorism, 
C'onnectionism, and even Gestal tism 
studiously avoid the use of such terms 
as 1soul', 'spiritual ', or 1±mmateria~ ' 
in their attempt to explain learning . 

'.rhe agnosticism of the behaviorist position is 

inherent in its very ground rules , but it tends to go 

beyond the point of being merely a scientifi c discipline . 

.c. Tolman certainly went beyond this point when he wrote: 

If the universe has characters other than 
di scriminanda - manipulanda and means-ends 
relationships, relative to human beings or 
sub-human beings , these characters will 
never be lmown . 7 

lthou gh not all behaviorists would go quite that far , 

nevertheless , the agnosticism which accompanies the pro

cedures of behaviorism tends to make it eternally sterile 

in the field of human values . 

Even if one admits the possibility that the behav

iorist approach might eventually produ ce a model of man which 

is capable of love , a concept of beauty , a respect for truth 

and an. appreciation of the good ., i twill probably not do so 

in this century or even the next . In the meantime ., 'lhorn 

dike I s ne-ur ol ogical models of man and Wiener 's cybernetic 

6Ibid • ., P • 228• 

7E . C. Tolman , Purposive Behavior in Animals and Men , 
(New York: Century Company, 1932) , p . 429 . 
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c omputer models 

fying answer i;o 

Gin tne r has sug 

provi ,ding a particularly sa.tis -

real problems faced by education . 

e a ching machines are an out come 

of such "automa tic modelsu of man . 8 He points up the futili 

ty of the neurological model by citing 'lhorndike ' s notions 

of intellect and character: 

y neurone will , when stiltD.llated , trans 
mit the sti:mulus , other things being equal , 
to the neurone with which it is by inborn 
orge,niza tion mos t closely connec t ed. The 
basis of intellect and c harac t er is this 
fund of unlearned tendencies , this original 
arrangement of neurones in the brain . 9 

The cyberne tic model has little more to offer , except per 

paps tbat analogies between feedback and knowledge of results 

and be tv.reen ne ga ti ve entropy and cp an ti ty of inf qr, ma ti on 

have pr-ovided a few "laws 0 lO which the co mmunication arts had 

already derived empiri cally . 11 Nordberg views such mechanis ti c 

p • 186 . 

8 Ginther , "Man , Values , and the Ma chinett op . ci t ., 

9Ibid. 

10Norbert Wiener , 'lhe Human Use of Human Beings : 
CybQ!_netics and Socie1':l:, (Bos ton: Houghton Mifflin Co ., 1950) . 

11Daniel Fogarty , Roots fCll:' a New Rhetori c (New York: 
Tea chers Colleg e , Columbia University, 1959 ) • 

' 
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models of n conc ern . He writes: 

In any but a mechanistic outlook, then , 
it is contradic tory to speak of ' teaching 
ma chines ' o lfe might note th.at every tyranny 
the world has ever known • • • has en thus ias t 
ic ally adopted this mechanisti c thef~Y of 
learning and all that goes with it . 

One mus t not alloy; an exaggerated fear of tyranny to 

cause an unfair prejudglllent of the ubiquitous teaching ma. chine . 

Most od inventions can be put to evil uses . t the S a.JOO 

time , the Utopia Skinner describes in " Walden Twott 13 has a 

number of frightening features in co :rmn on with Huxley ' s "Brave 

New World , nl4 and Orwell's nl98411 ~ 5 Certainly the teaching 

machin e has all the qualifications to serve well the ends of 

any would- be Hit ler or Stalin . If one wants to breed a race 

of obedient sheep , how could one better start than by adopt

ing bes tia l psychological princ iples? If it is desired ~o 

convert society into an effi c i en t ma chine , how could one bet

ter begin than by teaching a deterministic material ism? 

Fortunately, in a cyberne ti c model of a soc i e ty , the feedba ck 

principle makes it difficult to say just what is controlling 

Do" , 
12

R . B . Nordberg, 11 What Teaching Machines Can and Canno 
Ca tholic Educational Review , LIX (Sep t ember , 1961) , 362 . 

13B. F . Skinner , Wal den Two (New York: Macmillan , 1948) . 

14Aldous Huxley, Br~ve New World (London : Chatto and. 
'indus, 1932 j Reprinted 1960) . 

l5Geor ge Orwell , ~ (New York: Harcourt , Brace and 
Co . , Toe ., 1949 ; Reprinted: New Ameri can Library of ·world 
Literature, 1 963 ) . 
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wha.t .. 'Ib.e has .,had to undergo considerable 

change in order to cor;itrol the Soviet people o Furthermore , 

the &xamples of tyranny which abound in the world today tend 

to make educators , if anything , over-cautious and over - suspic ious 

of technological innovations . 16 For this reason it seems un

likely that progralllllled instruction will become the plague of 

a democratic society , - any more than it will become the 

panacea which it was originally predicted to be . 

side from any fear of tyranny, however , the edu cator 

must be wary of the fact that the behavioris t school of 

psychology is inseparably associated with a philosophy which 

is characterized by a strictly materialistic concept of human 

values . He must also be aware that a significant proportion 

of the persons who have influence in the instructional pro 

gra.11ming industry subscribe to this behaviorist discipline . 

Ginther has shown an awareness of this fact , and he is con

vinced that these persons "will wield more and more influence 
17 upon education in the future . "' Ginther adds: 

What many of us want to know is how :auch 
men answer the critics who assert that 
ul tima. te or ete mal values , or just some 
kind of values , cannot be inferred from 
au tdma tic models of man and thus m.ua t be 

16Nordberg is an example of an educator who is , per 
haps, over-cautious . 

17 Ginther , nMan , Values , and the Machine," op . ci~, 
P . 189 . 
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ion based on the or i es 
dy of such models . 18 

s void of human values c&n be 

t r ansmitte d fr he pro .QXa.nune:r> to the s tu dent in spite of 

the teacher ' s supervision is evidenced by the cunning with 

which programs accomplish their indoctrination . This cun 

ning , along with the copious nature of programs , makes it 

difficult for the teacher to c h eck them thoroughly,- even 

if one a ssumes that the teacher will be immune t o indoc trin

a tion . It appears tba t in pro grams , as well a s in t e aching , 

attitudes are ••more of t en caught than taught . 11 

If the behaviorist approa ch is unab le to provide 

sound guidance to education , where can educators turn for 

the direction which they need? drew F . ·s ki n ner has pointed 

ou t re cently that educational philosophy during mo st of this 

c entury has been a shrinking field . 19 He writes: 

o •• the tr end has been away altogether 
from speculation in the realm of me taphysi cs 
and t owards reliance upon the more pra ctically 
res tr ic tive ' principle of verification ' oo ~ 

which s tates that speculati on about meaning 
beyond sense experience is t o be re garded as 
a was t e of time since the conclusions cannot 
be verified. Phi losophy in consequence seem-
ed to have withdrawn from specula ti on abou 
the nature of man , society , arrl eternal 

18Ibid . 

1 9.Ana.rew F . Skinn er , "Philosophy of Edu cati on i n 
Canada : Some hpressi on s and Comparative Comments , " Cana~ 
Education and Research Digest , I II (Dece:rl:>er , 1963), 251- 61 0 
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Nevertheless , education must return to a more metaphysical 

approach if it is to put the ~ and the· will back in to 

its model of man . 

The implications of such a move for the field of 

progral'llned instruction are twofold . First , tID.Y fea t ure of 

progral'llned instruction which denies t he existence of man ' s 

soul or will must be removed . 'Ihis means thatmost of the 

underlying psychology must be rejec t ed and repla ced by psy

chology of a strictly human origin . '!he second impli cat

ion has to do with the means by which this can be a ccomplished 

and also the permanent safeguards which are necessary to de

fend the medium against contaminating influences . If pro 

grainmed ins true tion is to be protec t ed from false ideologies , 

the leadership in its development must be assumed by competen 

educators . 

Although no one can guarantee tha.t educators will be 

free from false ideologies , at le as t they are - under exist

ing circumstances - not in busine~.for tbemselves o They 

hold as a rule no hope of monetary gain through the promotion 

of this or tba. t type of instructional material . 1 though 

20Ibid., pp . 255- 6• 
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phi1- o~.ophies ., ~ay not always be puristic , 

at Je ast they This diversity in e due at-

1 ona-1 phil osophy, moreover , has been chaJ11pioned by Andrew 

Skinner as the ~ reas.on for 1 ts security against wholesale 

con ta11ina t ion : 

"Pluralism, tt to be regarded as a source of 
strength rather than weakness , operates in 
a democracy, and the erer gence of any one 21 particular philosophy is not to be exp,cted . 

'Ihe real argument , however , is that educators , because they 

deal with h~ beings in ~!!.£ ways and a.re concerned with 

hUJ11a.n objec tives , offer the best available assurance against 

the intrusion into education of the 11ethods and objectives 

of animal psycholo gy . It 11Usi; then, be educators alone who 

decide on the proximate and ultimate educational goals t o be 

achieved, who select the programming rationale to be elllployed, 

who construct and evaluate the programs , and who administer 

their use in schools . 

steps towards this end . 

ducators have already taken some 

tmy of 'them have , in fact , rejected 

entirely the assumed role of "conditioning" in programming 

and have concentrated upon °arranging contingenciesn (to use 

Skinner I s expression) so the. t 'livha.t occur.s is insight in its 

purest ·and most human form o 

In the autul2'.ln of 1961 the Cana dian Teachers' Federat-

ion conducted seminar in Ottawa on the subject of program-

21.anctrevi F . Skinner , 11 Philosophy of Education in 
Canada , 0 op.ci..:t:,_, p . 253. 
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valuable idea 

concerning 

_:::-s1-., -

future _::.in Canada . 2 2 .mong the 11ore 

e , out of this seminar ere those 

c t ich 'the progra:m:ning concept me:y 

have on educationa:L :·a.-iliis '· a.nd, conversely, the.need for 

wholesome educational aims to govern the programming concept. 

ong the distin91ished speakers at the se111nar was 

P . K. Komoski , President of the Gen tre for Pr ogranned Ins true• -

tion , Inc., New York City . Komo ski stressed on a num er of 

occasions the ne cessity , not merely to be on guard against 

undesirable outcomes which may result from programmed in-

s true tionk but to define clearly for the guidance of program

mers tbe precise educational outcomes which are desired. To 

use Ko11oski ' s words: -

Tb.ere is no question that progra1111ed in
struction could be used to breed e. gener
ation of blank- fillers and word- manipulators 
unles s the proper people in education take 
the proper stend and say this is not the 
behavior that we specify as the behavior of 
an educated person •.••• If educators look at 
progra:rw:ing as s ooe thing which is gp ing to 
help them accomplish what they define , then 
we are on the right track . But it can be 
misused , it is being misused and I Ml sure 
it will be :m.sused . 1he question as to what 
degree it will be llis~sed depends on the 
educators themselve3 . 3 

22 Gla.dye Rutherford (ed.) , Progra1111ed Le- .. -~·o -·- - --
Future in Canada , •· A Report of A Seminar held by the - ~-
Teacher~ ' Federation , (Ottawa: November 22 - 24 , 1961) . 

23 

pp . 45- 6 . 
omoski , ( Qles tion and svrer .:;es3ion ), !E!£•, 
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study, then , in addition 

rable goals towards which 

onven tional education 

practice has a ~li.nber of shortc onings , a::ime traditional and 

some of fairly recent origin , which have been adopted by 

program writers and will continue to be adopted until some 

thing better "is provi ded . These shortcomings centre around 

three basic features of North .er ican e du cation : 

1 . Preoc cupation vnth rote learning . 

2 . Inadequate character training . 

3 . n0ve r - parti tionedtt education resulting 

in mediocrity , conformity, and inadequate 

development of wholesome interpersonal 

re la ti on ships . 

'Ihe changes in e11phasis which these features indicate for 

education and the prospects which progr,a:ms offer in these 

areas are considered , in the above sequence , in the remainder 

of this chapter ... 

1Ihe tendency of programl! to deal exceesively with 

rote learning was demonstrated in Chapter IV . Conventional 

education appears to be little better in this regard-~~ ... Tradi .._ 

tional subjective examinations characteristically encourage 

the parro try of lists of facts , duly cemori ze d but often not 

well understood , while today ' s objective tests rarely place 

any higher premium on understanding . s Lobaugh and McKinley 
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have observed, evaluation of education in terms of a race 

for space tends to measure success in terms of test results 

and thus is liable to increase engrossment in facts . 24 Facts 

are important, but_ their importance rests solely upon the 

principles to which they can be related . 

John McNeil, socia te Director of 'l'eacher Training, 

at the University of Californi a , in comparin g the didactic 

of Comenius with t hat of auto-instructicn , bas shown great 

concern about the exploding mass of facts available to the 

teacher and the learner. He suggests that a liberal educa4 -

t:ion is now possible only by concentrating upon tra major 

features and fundamentals of the principle disciplines , ~- • 

ra ther than on facts •25 'lhelen is another educator who has 

questioned the validity of excessive factual learning. His 

indictment is made in connection with $:ome of the difficulties 

which have already been observed in the present work . 

The is sue is whether increasing the verbal 
repertoire is a legi timate educational 
objective; whether conditioned learning of 
a very large number of fragments of infor
mation can in any way contribute to tbe 
development of character , ability to think 
critically, ability to apply prin ciples , 
development of interests , and so on . 26 

24-rean Lobaugp and Donald R . McKinley , "Teacher or 
Machine?8 Clearing House, XX.XVI (December, 1961), 209 . 

25John D . McNeil, "Great Didactic and 
ing , tt Education , LXXXI (May, 1961), 569 . 

toma ted Teach-

· 26 '.Lhelen , n Progranmed Instruction: Insie?P-t Versus 
Conditioning, 11 op . cit . , p. 418 .. 
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Nordberg has expressed similar misgivi.ngs about the cur-

rent preponderance of factual learning in schools and the 

tendency of programs to perpetuate this preponderance: 

'Ille danger is that the preoccupation with 
trivia which has been the curse of schools 
since scho ols began will be increased 29-
calculably by mechanical contrivanceso 

'lb.e ability to memorize facts ranks amongst the 

lowest of human mental faculties. Should it not, then, 

rank amongst the lowest of educational objectives? 

Certainly, "knowledge of specifics 11 forms a relatively 

small portion of Benjamin S. Bloom's "Cognitive Domain o tt28 

Forms of critical thinking are given much greater emphasis. 

The findings of Chapter I V of the present work indicate 

that faculties such as creative imagination and judgment 

are much firmer foundations upon which to build educational 

aims than are the faculties of recognition or recollection. 

It i.s not sufficient to delay the development of 

higher mental faculties until the university level of educa-

ti.on . '!he high percentage of the population vhich does not 

reach university must learn to challenge statements and 

sources of information too. In addi tion to bein g able to 

27Nordberg, "VVhat Teaching Machines Can and Cannot Do;, n 
op.cit., p. 365. 

28:senjamin s . Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational Obdectives; 
fartI: Cognitive Domain (New York: Longnan3, Green ando., Inc., 
1959). 
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acquire facts people mu~J-tl:Se able to make logical deduc .. -

tions from them and to base sound judgments upon them . If 

progI?ams are to hold any hope of furtherin g these goals, 

they must first recognize tba t man is primarily a recursive, 

rather than a stochastic learner and provide, insofar as 

t hey can, learning experiences whi ch are ins ightful rather 

than conditioned. s 'Ihelen has stated : 

'lb.ere is little doubt that most competent 
opinion by people who have no vested 
interest in particular materials or in 
the sacred traditions of public schools 
is that we should maximize ins ieµt learn
ing and minimize conditioned learn i n g as 
much as possible . 29 

more ur gent concern, perhaps, than excessive 

factual learnin g 1 ts elf, is that it tends to crowd out of 

the curriculum activities oriented towards such goals as 

character training. What are the likely eff ects of pro,a-am-

med instructi on in this area? 1 thou gh it is not suggested 

that pro grammers should undertake specifically the develop

ment of personal i t y or character, at the present time these 

goals are completely i gnored by progr-ammers and sometimes 

downright abused. Jesse Day of Ohio University mi ght like 

to reconsider his statement: 

Since the student learns the correct 
answer by cheatin g , th.en cheating can 

29 'Ihelen, "Programmed Instruction: Insi€):lt Versus 
It . 

Condi t i oning, op.cit., p .419. 
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legitimately - he considered one way 
of learfr:i'.n·g ~---✓ And if the student 
learns ~he material correctly, who 
cares hoY1 ?30 -

Ruth Davies {University of Pittsburg) cites an 

appalling example of an entire classroom of youngs·ters who 

seemed to be in agreement on the principle of II judging 

right and wrong on the basis of ' what ' s in it for me? 1 "
31 

It must be a.greed tha t such siclmess of the soul is the 

fa.ult , not only of the school , but of home , church, and 

the community at large . Nevertheless the school exercises 

considerable influence in this area ; and therefore it is 

incumbent on educators to see that the influence is in the 

direction of improvin g character rather than undermining 

it . 

Sir Richard Livingstone is one of the relatively 

few educational leaders who has been bold enough to place 

the development of a sense of values and the training 

of character above all other educational tasks . 32 Such 

goals can only be achieved through teacher interaction 

1ith students and with the use of a psychology and a philo

sophy which exalts social , moral , and aesthetic values 

above the level of material ones . From this it is obvious that 

30Jesse H. Day , ttTeachin g Machines," Journal of 
Chemical Education , XXXVI (December, 1959) , 594 . 

31Ruth Davies , "'Ille Library - First National Bank 
of Communication 111 Visucom, II No . 41 p . 3 , 

32Richard Livingstone, Some Tasks for Education 
( Toran to: Oxford University Press , 1946 ), pp . 25- 50 . 
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the question which some ·- unthinking people have asked, as 

to whether teachers caR· be replaced by machines , is so 

ridieulous as not to merit any consideration whatever . 

Strength of character is generally thought to be 

related to courage and uns ing perseverance , traits per-

haps be st learned t hrou gh the performanc e of challenging 

tasks under adverse conditions, and often through errors 

and failure s . dvocates of the tterrorless" progr-am , on the 

other hand , are particularly concerned with protecting the 

pupil's delicate psyche from the anxiety which accompanies 

such errors and failures . 33 While granting that low achievers 

frequently need special encouragement , it is submitted that 

few persons will ever accomplish anything worthy of note 

unless they meet up with tasks which challenge every ounce of 

their aptitude a nd energy . If' a student is protected from fai l 

ure at every point in his schooling , how can he possibly devel 

op t he courage and perseverance to face the inevitable failures 

of life? S ome of life's most valuable lessons are learned 

through one's mistakes . Such mistakes are far better made in 

school than in later life . 34 It ma y be noted that Crowder's 

33Day, loc . cit . 

34scott B. Parry, "To Err is Human ••• and Sometimes 
Desirable , tt Phi Del ta Kappan , XLIV ( March , 1963) , 258 - 60 . 
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11 intrins_icff bnanching 1program does not subscribe to the 

errorless philosophy, 8;,nd yet . it bas pr oved just as 

effective as the linear program. 35 

other fail~J;'. ,e of education , which might be related 

to character tra :in ing , is t hat it has not successfully taught 

people what might be called self-appropriation , the ability 

to temper their judgments with whatever knowledge they have 

of their own personal biases . If people read in the news 

papers that a man was arrested and charged with a crime of 

some kind, they tend illlI!Bdiately to try , convict , and if it 

were possible , sentence him without hearin g any of the evidence . 

Twelve such individlals will later sit in judgment of this 

man . Whisperings of scandal from one neighbour about another 

are believed with equal gullibility . It is probaby fair 

to inqUire whether linear programs , in which the assimilation 

of data without the use of critical judgment is reinforced 

upwards o~ ninety per cent of the time , will do anything 

to correct this efucational shortcoming . 

trao.i tional shortcomin g of education is its failure 

to allow adequately for differences in student ability . Pro

grams have promised to corr ect this situation , because the 

student w1 th greater ability should complete a program in 

35Norman ·A. Crowder, " On the Differences Between 
Linear and Intrinsic Programing , " Phi Del ta Kappan , XLIV 
(March , 1963) , 250- 54 . 
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less time and thus be able to work on extra- curricular 

programs or other enrichment materials • T.ha t in di vi du al 

differ enc es are only half allowed for , however , is evidenced 

by the greater homogeneity of achievement in programmed 

36 learning than is obtained by conventional methods . The 

11 errorless" program , unles s aded in difficulty to suit 

students of different abil ity levels , would seem to suffer 

from the same weakness which derson and Edwards have pre-

dicated of much of today's teach ing : 

'lb.e conclusion seems justified that the 
emphasis on the process of strivin g for 
limite d goals , homogeneity of achievement , 
and gett:ln g all pupils over the passing 
mark tends to encoura ge teachers to set 
limited goals for instruction which results 
in temporary factual learning. 37 

Programs , like teache rst are prone to a:i courage conformity 

in their efforts to meet a minimum standard , rigidifying not 

only the instructional level but the content as well . Ramsey 

suggests that "the dangers of freezing staid and prosaic 

content into the high efficiency system of programmed instruc~

tion may s imply allow us to perpetuate mediocri ty" - and teach 

it better . 38 llowance for individual differences , then , 

36Hough and Revsin , op . cit •. , p . 287. 

37 A.nderson and Edwards , lo£.!_cit . 

38 Ramsey , op . cit ., p . 415. 
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must be basis of worthiness of the challenge 

as well as on It must be 

realrzed that indi.vi"dualized instruction is but one of sever -
-- I,. ' 

' 
al methods of coping with individual differences and is not 

in fact a necessary _procedure in this re gard . 

In a few of todays modern scho ols , we are· beginning 
• 

to see the disappearance of some of the physical and admin-

istrative structures which have always partitioned educat

:bnal activity . 39 Grade levels and even classroom walls are 

und e:rwing pressure from many quarter s to be removed or 

changed radically . 'Th.ese 11 revolution ary" modern schools have 

demonstrated dramatically that En ri chmen t ac ti vi ties and 

challenges proportional to student ability can be provided 

without sacrifice of cooperative a-id other interpersonal 

relationships . Contrasted with this trend is the learning 
... 

which "one attempts in a booth alone' with a ma.chine and en-

meshing programrood mat~riai.!'4° 

In deciding which of the s e extremes is closer to the 

optimu~, it may be useful to take note of Mead's comments 

re garding the i mportance of the group in the development of 

the individual : 

------------------------------------------------------
39 John E . Helfrich, n 

cation , " Visucom, II No . 3 . , 
Laboratory for Total Communi-

2-8• 

40 Ginther , "More on Teaching Machines , " op . cit ., p . 239. 
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'lli.e proce s$ out of which the self arises 
is a soctal process which i mplies inter -
action of ih"dividuals in the group , implies 
the pre - existence of the group . It implies 
also certain cooperative ac ti vi ties in which 
the different members of the group are in
volved . It implies, .further,that out of 
this process there may develop a more elab
orate organization than that out of which the 
self has arisen , and that the selves may be 
or gans , the essential parts at 1 east, of this 
more elaborate social organi zifion wi thin which 
t hese selves arise and exist . 

If the group is in:p ortant in the development of the individ

ual , it is equally true to say that the individual plays a 

vital role in the development of the social structures and 

social order which constitute the ttgroup" . 'Ihe importance 

of this social orde r cannot be overemphasized because it 

en9rbles stable communities to replace anarchy in our society . 

If education is to teach human virtues which will "transfer" 

effecti vely to life in this social context, should not the 

school be a miniature model of society, or at least of an 

ideal community? It is well known that transfer depends on 

similarities between what is learned and. the task to which 

it is to be applied . 42 Group learning seems to be indicated . 

The "ideal community" envisioned is one in which 

people look upon educati on as a process which goes on throu~

out their entire l ife . '!he traditional concept of education 

41Geor ge H. Mean , Mind , Self, and Society (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press , 1934), p . 164 . 

42 Gagne and Bolles, op . cit ., p . 34. 
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might be diagrammed as follows: 

Education 
(Preparation for life) 

---Time ~ 

Life 

'fhe concept envisioned for the education of the future looks 

more like the following: 

ducation 

Life. 

--Ti.zoo ~ 

Two important principles a:g_:ily . First , schooling is not 

just preparation for life , but life itself . Second , in 

addition to learnin g specific knowledge, a child must learn 

h OW' to go about getting knowledge the rest of his life . Only 

in looking upon education as a continuing proc ess ean man 

hope to keep pace with scientific and te chnological advances 

in a space age , and at the same time attain the social , cul

tural and moral stature to wisely control the knowledge which 

he has . Th e automation which will make his life less arduous 

will also provide hfm with the time to continue intellectual 

growth throughout his lifetime . It may be that programmed 

instruction Will make an important contribution to his task 

of adult education . The question of the moment is whether 

automatin g his early education will in any way contribute 

to his a..bili ty to seek and find knowledge on his own , He may 

be prei:a,rin g for a life in a world of automation but it is 

to be hoped t h at it will not be a programmed life o 
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.. If libraries contained only progrannned textbooks , 

au. to - instruction might well be the best means of learning 

how to use them . Such an eventuality· .is extremely impro b ab 1 e 

however because , a$ Pressey has pointed out , nr or ski:rmning 

for main ideas , for review , - for any use except that initial 

go-through - tl)e programmed book is almost -impossible and 

the teaching machine roll entirely so. 1145 '!he libraries of 

tomorrow will contain books in a format little different 

from that whi ch they now have . The id.ea of feeding the 

library's fund of knowledge in to oo me monstrous digital c om

puter has been suggested, perhaps not very ser iously, by Ramo , 46 

bu t quite seriously by some others . The computer would i.tnnJ.e-,o_

d:iately cough up any desired data in response to simple com-

n:ands 'lily either one student or a hundred students . amusing 

rebuttal of this sugges:;ion has been provided by Herman F . Smith 

in his satire: "'Ille Ca se of Johnie Lerns l o . "47 Johnie , a 

hopeless child who liked to associate with other boys arrl girls , 

was unable to learn from the lar ge computer-based teaching 

machine and finally was sent back to the old- fashioned little 

4 5Pres sey , "Teaching Machine (and Learning Theory) 
Crisis," .£E.!Ci t ., p . 1. 

46Simon Ramo , ".I\ New Technique of Education , " in Iums 
daine and Glaser , £:£.!..£ll•, pp . 367- 81. 

47 
Her man F . Smith , 11 '.llle Case of J ohnie Ler-nslo, 0 

Edu cation , LXXXIII (March , 1963) , 433- 5 . 

.. 
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red schoolhouse. 

T.h.e impression may have been given thus far that 

au to--ins true ti on is incapable of achieving any war th while 

educational a:ims whatever. 'Ihis has not been tbe intentmon . 

The in ten ti on has been r atrer to support the caution advocated 

by Gerald Nason at the C.T.F. Seminar via the clich~: "Let 

us make haste slowly." 48 nee the programming movement 

ha s been completely divorced from the field of animal 

psychology and is placed safely in the hands of persons with 

only educational interests in mind, the way will be open to 

exploit eautiously whatever effectiveness tre method is cap

ab le of demonstrating • 

T:h.e programs of the future may demonstrate greater 

capapilities than those which a re apparent in the programs 

of today. As 'Jhelen has suggested, principles derived from 

human experimentation may enable educators to devise program 

items which s 'timula te man's higher in tel le c tual facul ti.es: 

!ibe srurce of the required items is to be 
thoughtful teach ing experience, not studies 
of infrahuman learning . The items are to 
challenge the higher mental processes of all 
students, not to reduce all learning to what 
can be accomplished with the lowest level 
mental processes that human beinfs rave in 
common with rats, apes, pigeons . 9 

'lhe greatest promis..~ of programmed instruction would appear 

48Gerald Nason,"Summary and Observation31" Programmed 
LearninB-:- - and its Furore in Canada, op.cit.,p. 95. 

' . 

49 'Illelen, "Programmed Learnin g Today: Critique and 
Proposal, tt 212-ci t., p .194• 
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to lie in those areas where individual instruction is both 

nece ssary and desirables as in special instruction for slow 

learrrers, home study both for regular students and for students 

whose health prevents their attending regular classes, and 

adult education . 

s regards the activities of r e gular clas ses, this 

chapter supports the conclusion that it is educational ~ 

more than educational activities which need to be individual

ized. 1!hat may be perfectly adequate goals for one student 

often impr ison,} the aspirati ons of another . This is dramati 

cally i llustrated by the following two diametrically opp osed 

graduate -s tudent reactions to prograJmned instruction . The 

first student wrote: 

With this program I had succes sive goals which 
were reachetl in a pleasant , painles s and effic
ient manner . My interest was maintained at a 
fairly high level ••• My personal satisfaction 
was in learning t he termin ology and increasing 
the depth of my knowledge of the subject in an 
efficient. ·manner , with a minimum of anxiety . . 
In two word s, it was an 1enjoya~le experience 1 • 50 

'lhe reactions of the s econd student can serve as an efficient 

summary of the ideas a dvanced in this chapter: 

It ·1s difficult to conceive that criti cal, crea t
i ve and independent thinkin g would result from 
this type of instruction. It is horrifyingly 
conceivable to me ttat an individual educated 
solely by thi s means would lose his individual
ity . His mind would be shaped and his thinking 
controlled •••• Programmed learnin g in a class room 

50Roth , "Student Reactions to Programed Learning," 
op.cit., p. 279. 
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limits the learner's experience with 
his c las sma te s • Group in terac ti on and 
self-expression are limited. I see little 
or no opportunity for pe rsonal i ty develop
ment . I see no opportunity to share frust
rating or positively rewarding experiences 
with other humans . I see no opportunity for 
a student to learn to understand others , to 
feel with others, to work with others •••• 

gain I submit , stereotyped puppets may 
result . Bl 

51 !£.id., pp . 279- 80. 



CH.A.P'IER VI 

.DMINIS TIVE IMPLICATIONS 

'lhe implications of this study, while of vital 

interest to teachers , will be considered mainly fr om the 

standpoint of educational administration . lthougb. the 

more important inferences arise out of psychological and 

philosophical c onsiderations , a few implications of a strict

ly prac tical origin are included in this chapter . 

First of all , the machines , or at least the small 

inexpensive models , are on their way out . 'lb.is was pre 

dicted by Stolurow in 1962 . 1 As Cook has observed , 11 the 

design of teaching machines not only reflects certain 

theoretical principles about behavior; it also exhibits a 

number of irrelevant fe a tures of the Skinner box, - features 

that had to be incorporated into it because of the very 

limited symbol - manipulating capacity of rats and pigeons .:1..12 

The fact that the small machines belong to a dyin g race does 

not mean that educators will cease to be under sales presrure 

in the immediate future . lhdu s try desires to rec over the 

1s tolurow, "Implications of Current Research and 
Future Tt'ends , 11 £1?_ . cit ., p o 523 . 

2John Oliver Cook, " ' Superstition ' in the Skinnerian ," 
~~ Psychologist , XVIII (August , 1963) , 516 . 
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investment ~hich it has made, and some companies are 

already engaged in ... a frantic e ff art to do 
3 

so . 

tolurow has expressed the opinion t hat the large 

computer - based machines will be with us for some time . 4 
s 

they are still for the most part in the developmental stage , 

it would be premature to pas s judgment on them now . It must 

be borne in mind, however , that as with any highly complex 

electronic system initial costs are high , and one must not 

overlook the expense of establi shing and maintaining an organ 

ization to be concerned solely with preventive and corrective 

maintenance . The cost of programs is a major item which 

must be a dde d to that of machines and their operation . Costs , 

o:f cour se, are usually quoted by the manufacturer on a "per 

s tu den t - mach1ne- hour" basis . ileitis a simple matter for 

the admini s t rator to multiply by numbers of students and hours , 

1-t is a safer procedure to work out the -cost problem front

wards instead of backwards , thereby allowing for such items as 

1n terest on capital outlay and hours during which machines 

will sit idle , items which manufacturers at times neglect to 

---------------------------------------------------------
3 

Lawrence M. Stolurow, "Let I s b e Informed on Programmed 
Instruction , " Phil Delta Ka.ppan, XLIV {March , 1963), 255- 7 . 

4
stolurow, "lmplicati ons of Current 

loc . cit . 
h tt esearc ••••• , 
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consider . s ~dwards_ :-h·as, stated , automated ins tructi on 

shows no promise o·f ~r 'e'du·c in'g educati on oosts . 5 Nor should 

boarus of educat i on ~plan to find money for pro graammed· 

materials in t ne'-ir~)?resen t allotment for salaries . 6 If' 

pupils work on progr- ams one h our a day - and few educators 

feel they sh ould work more than thi s - they will still need 

a t .eachet> to super vise the mo 

1h e medium sized , medium priced (c i rca $1000 ) machines 

designed far> individual tutoring will probabl y persist for 

a con sider able number of year s, especially in exceptional 

app l i cat ions where the us e of a human teacher is n ot feas i ble . 

'lhose which use Crowder' s " intr in s i c" progrannning technique 

have been found more effec tive t h enttscrambled" books contain

ing identical programs, almost as effec tive as teacher - gi ven 

instruction , and mor e efficient than e ither on the basis of 

lea.m in~ achieved p e r time con sumed . 7 1heir development v1i1.l 

'Probably be in the direction of integratin g scund commentary 

ith comblna tions of s·till and motion picture film . They are 

5.lie ginal d Edwards , 11 'leaching Machines and Programmed 
Ins true ti en , 11 Canadian Edu c a ti on an d Research Digest , I 
(December , 1963) , 262 - 78 . 

6Ginther , an , Value s , and the Machine , " op . cit ., p . 185. 

7n. Wallis and R . P . Wicks , A Comparative Study of Te9:ching 
a.chines and Classroom In s truction in a Naval Training Estab

lishment , A Report of an Exper iment Conducted at H. M. S . SAINT 
VINCENT, ( Gosport, Hampshire : Seni or Psychologist's Divis i on , 
Manpower Department , Admiral ty , 1962), pp . 7 - 9 . This difference 
f rom the l inear prograam ( f or vhich machines are no bet t er than 
books) may perhaps be due to the speed with which the machine 
finds the nex t frame , - compared with "thumbingn thr ou gh a 
"scrambledn book . 
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prone to suf£e:r~r_mechanical breakdovms with -a frequency 

roughly propo1"'tional to their complexity . Like most 

ins t!!uc ti onal ~ automata, they 11 undoubtedly be proven to 

have greater training value than educating value . 

'lhe pro ammed text , in one farm or another, is 

undoubtedly a,1 rl!i t,ixturett rather t han a "fad" . 8 'lb.e more the 

progran:nned textbook concept is refined, h owever , with the 

incorporation of diagrams , pictures and special descriptive 

pane ls , the more it resembles the conven ti cnal te~tb ook or 

work- book , except t hat it still is almost useless as a ref

erence book , and the teacher sti 11 cann ot tell how far a 

pupil has progressed by lookin g at the page number he is 

working on , either with the horizontal linear or scrambled 

9 book format . Pressey has ventured the opinion that the 

"best will be found closer to texts than to programs . nlO It 

is possible that the net result could have been obtained more 

quickly by devotin g equivalent funds and effort to the improve-

:rren t of conventicnal textbooks . Indeed , several studies report 

that the students learn just as well from narrative para 

8 '"' tolurow , "Implicat i ons or Current Research •••• , " 
loc . cit . 

g 
Ibid • , p • 52 4 • 

10Pres sey, "Teachin g 
Crisis , " op . cit ., p . 2. 

ach:ine ( and Learning 'Iheory) 

hs 
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derived from linear pro grams as from the linear programs 

themselves •11 

c.Neil has poi nted out t h e need for greater uni 

fication of effort in t.l-ie programmin g field by observing 

, that the short programs which characterize today 's market 

do not fit together ,end to end . 12 Thi s unification c an best 

be obtained by placing the c oncep tualiza tion of programs 

entirely within the hand s of professional educators . As 

ha.s·a1r~ea_dy,,bet3]1. observed, ru.ch a move wru1d result 1.n cog

nition 1s replacing conditi on ing as the basis of programs , 

thus enabling them to aspire to the development of learning 

functions above the stochastic level . imp or tant adde d 

advanta ge would be the removal of many of the ideologi cal 

dan gers which attach so naturally to any large-scale educa- -

ional ap plic a tion of princ iples of infrahuman learning . If 

educators a ccept a method , can they reject its psychologi cal 

basis? 'Ihe humanistic answer, in the instance of programmed 

instruction, is that they ~t do so . 

dministrators, particularly at the university level , 

must . be on guard against phenomenal cl aims re garding instances 

in whi ch freshmen or sophomores have reached examination 

11John F . Feldhusen , n Taps for Teaching 
Delta Kappan , XLIV {March, 1963) , 267 . 

.. 

chin es " Phi , -
12 McNeil , "Gr-eat Didactic and 

2.:e . cit ., p.567. 
tomated Teaching," 
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criteria in certain courses via programmed instruction in 

as li ttle as two months . 13 'lhe hi gh.el' the leve~ of educat 

ion, -the· more trivial is the role of rote learning. This 

.is not to ignore in any way the fact that greater efficiency 

than is presently apparent is· possible in the university 

system . lndependent study plans at universities have demon

strated marked reduction of time in class withoµt automated 

progr s . 14 ith automated programs , ·-. ller t rep or ts that 

75 to 87 per cent of students taldng German at Colorado State 

University scored 100 p ar cent in examinations . 15 Tb.is re -

sul t can only be de scribed as "phenomenal tt • 16 
.e achievements 

of programmed learnin g , however, demonstrate not so much what 

the university has been failing to a ccomplish as what its :., 

examinat i ons have been failing to measure. 

13Pressey, "Tuaching Machine (and Learning 'lheor y) 
Crisis , " op • cit • , {} . 4 

14Toid. 

15 Programin g ]n s true ti on in German , " (Edit or ial ) Phi 
Delta Kappan , XLIV (March , 1962), 249 . 

16whether the add ition of the statement that only 29 
to 42 per cent of students in a conventional class scored 100 
per cent adds anything to one's wonder at this phen omenon de 

P ends on whether one holds con ven ti onal views about the dis-
criminating power of examinations or has applied the "errorless" 
philosophy in t he field of educational measurement J 
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Schramm has conducted an efficient survey of the 

salutary achi'evements of programmed instruction . 17 He 

points out t h e ~wide ran ge of levels at Which it has been 

used - from preschool to graduate professional school , and 

from slow learners to superior students . He cites examples . 

of its successful use in teachin g rote learnin g, paired 

associate learning , the application of forD'D.llas , the con

struction of deductive proofs , the formation of generalized 

concepts, and a multitude of language skills . ese pes 

of le arnin g have been taught ove r a wide ran g e of the cur-

r ·iculum including mathematics, natural scienc~ , 

Gr>ammer, spelling, and foreigp language . 

glish 

'lhe objectivity _of the physical sciences would seem 

to give them special adaptability to programmin g . Tb.is study 

has observed, however, the particular difficulty VIhi ch the 

program encounters whenever there is more than one way to solve 

a problem . 'lhat programmin g seems to have demonstrated great 

potential in the objective aspects of languages and othe"r 

subjects which can be verbalized is a matter of considerable 

note . Programs which incorporate visual aids have extended 

17 _chramm, op .cit ., pp . 45- 51 . 
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this potential beyond the strictly verbal me dium . 18 

n summary , it may be conclude d that whatever can 

be oh.jectif~ can be pro grammed , and p robably successfully 

as i=i:auged by objective outcomes . There is , however , no way 

to objectify for public scrutiny any student's subjectivity . 

This must remain the " ghost whic h differentiates the human 

'machine' fr om all other machines . 019 Tiie inner side of l ife , 

11th its purpose , imagination , and judgment; its values , 

principles , and ideals; its consc ienc e , steadfastness,and 

love; will undoubtedly remain always acce ssible only to 

another human being wh o shares it through the medium of 

· 20 physi c a l presence . 

'.1.he most imp ortant contr ibution which p ro gr ammed 

learning has made to edu cation to date is that i.t has re 

minded educators to think of teaching and learning as 

different aspe c ts of the same miracle . It has stimulated 

both objective and subjective research into the vrnnder ani 

mystery of this mir a cle . It has assisted in demonstrat1ng 

18 Grosvenor C . Rust , "Programmed Ins tructi on for 
Transfer to the Real Life Situation," Phil Delta Kappan , XLIV 
(March , 1963) , 273-7 . 

19Broudy , op . cit . p . 244• 

20T.b.e distinction mi~ht be likened to that which Martin 
Buber makes between his two iprimary" wor ds: his "I- Thou 0 

and his "I-it . tt I and 'Ihou (New York: Char l es Scr ibner ' s 
on s , 1958) , p . 3 • 
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the difference between at least .two distinct kin ds of . ' 

learning process , wp,_ich can be equated with Galanter's 

stoc~astic and r.ecursive mechanisms . study of t hese 

mechanisms _has provided evidence that-just as lnfrahuman 

learning ~_ i~ prim~rily, if not totally, stochastic - human 

learning is primir,i ty recursive . 21 Programmed instruction has 

demons t ra t ed tha t it is capable of teaching via the stochas -
·' 

tic mech anism ~and, in so doin g, it bas served to direct the 

teacher towards making better use of recursive activities 

in teachin g the utilization of higher mental faculties . 

r'he science of conditioning, ha ving little place far 

value s in its materialistic determinism, has served to direct 

the teac her towards t he very hi ghest goals of education , 

thos e of developin g character and personality through the 

teaching of noble human values . Teaching machines , by 

demonstratin g the steril ity of overly partitioned education , 

have perhaps brough t h ome to the teacher more strongly than 

ever the importance of usin g discussions and other group 

1 earnin g activities in whi ch the environment is conducive to 

2
1.,. i s mi ght be suspected on other grounds . It offers, 

for example , a very plaus ible explanation of t h e fact that a 
chimpanzee, which is nurtured fro m birth in an environment 
identical to t hat ofa human c hi l d, performs learning tasks ap
parently superior to those of the child durin g the first fe 
months , -- i . e . before the chil d has acqu i re d t he language and 
other symbols whi ch are t he tools of recu rs ive thought . (Morgan , 
Op • Ci t .• , p • 41 
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the wholesoroo interperscnal relationships which are the 

cement which hol ds social structures' together •. 1n short , 

thus -far pro,g:-annning ha, s done '.""" v~ry li ttl·e except good in 

the field of education . 

'lhe 'li]:-·1 make in 
' • . . 

the future , impose , are;:~beyond 

the scope of ·accur,ate:-prediction ~G'Ib.ey...t" vli.11 depend upon the 

::t ngenuity , ·;;.wisdom ·a:ri d caution of teachers . 
I,~ 

ion of thi~.~:.thes i s that as lon 

remains 1 odged _p~ ,- ~ : :f ounda-ti on of 

t is the posit

"nstruc tion 

it will be 

incapable of :rostering insightful or other recursive learn-
. ' 

in)g experiences,.~in a.,,viy but ,an ,,, incidental way . : Once freed 

from these rudiments, and rooted in the firmer soil of 
V 

strictly qµm§Il experience, knowledge , a_[d.:._experimentation , 
= t;:,l ... 

it may adeqµ_a te ly fill role ~tt!!'~!' beyond those which can 

properly be un dertaken b-y; today ' s progr>arrn:ning· media ."'' Tbe 

7JJ-ich _j__s belii g ;exercis~:d by educational 

adrr1inis tra t ors in exploiting programmed instruction inspires 

c oni'idenc e th 

ed'.uca ti on, 

prime role in 

vay to place1 it in that role 

without impair;i.ng the.'J eacher 's '_devotion , imagination , and 

enthusiasm, --.-,factors which , aft_e..r all , are the chief deter -

inan ts o sue ces.s of any teacher 

uses . 



APPEL.JIX. "A": EATf: ACT FROM "Al~ .\NALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR" 

How to U•tbeBook 

The material was designed for use in a teaching machine. The teach
ing machine presents each item automatically. The student writes his 
response on a strip of paper revealed through a window in the ma
chine. He tht"ll operates the machine to make his written response 
inaccessible, though visible, and to uncover the correct response for 
comparuon. 

Where machines are not available, a programmed textbook such as 
this may be used. The correct response to each item appears on the 
following page, along with the next item in the sequence. Read each 
item, write your response on a separate sheet of paper, and then turn 
the page to see whether your answer is correct. If it is incorrect, mark 
an •x• beside it. Theo read and answer the next question, and tum 
the page again to ~ your answer. 

Writing out the answer is essential. It is also essential to write it 
before looking at the correct answer. When the student, though well
intentioned, glances ahead without first putting down an answer of his 
own, he commits himself to only a vague and poorly formulated guess. 
This is not effective and in the long run makes the total task more 
difficult. 

It is important to do each item in its proper turn. The sequence has 
been carefully designed, and occasional apparent repetitions or re
dundancies are there for good reason. Do not skip. · If you have undue 
difficulty with a set, repeat it before going on to the next. A good rule 
is to repeat any set in which you answer more than 10 per cent of the 
items incorrectly. A void careless answers. If you begin to make mis
takes because you are tired or not looking at the material carefully, 
take a break. If you are not able to work on the material for a period 
of several days , it may be advisable to review the last set completed. 

The review sets will help you to find your weaknesses. When you 
miss an item in a review set, jot down the set number given in the an
swer space and review that set after you have completed the review set. 

Conventions 

Observe the following conventions: 

1. The number of words needed to complete an item is indicated by 
the number of blanks. Thus "_" indicates a one-word response, 
whereas " __ .. indicates a two-word response. When asterisks 
( • • • ) are used in place of blanks, fill in as many words as you think 
necessary to respond to the item. 

2. The abbreviation TT calls for a technical term. When it is used, 
a nontechnical word is incorrect. 

3. There are often several reasonably equivalent responses, and it 
would be a waste of time to list them all. This is particularly true when 
the response is nontechnical. Use reasonable judgment in deciding 
whether your response is synonymous with the printed form. Score it 
correct if it is. 
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deprived 
of food 
(hungry) 

1 .. 

natural 
(non-deliberate) 

reiri,force 

response 
(behavior) 

less frequent 
(become 
extinguished) 

7-14 

7.19 

7.2.4 

7.29 
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PART II Operant Conditioning: E!ementary Concepts 

Introduction to Operant Conditioning 

Fi::tirrnterl tirne- .~ '.l Turn to next page and begin• 
Reinforcement and behavior occur in the temporal 
order: (1) , (2) 

If an animal's response is not followed by rein
forcement, similar responses will occur __ fre
quently in the future. 

Food is not reinforcing unless the animal has first 
been * * * food for some time. 

In laboratory research, various devices are used 
to reinforce responses. Heat can be used to 
the responses of a cold animal. 

The response of pressing a bar must be emitted at 
least once in order to be 

7-5 

7-10 

7-15 

7-20 

7-25 

No eliciting stimuli are observed for bar pressing, 
' flicking leaves in the park, etc. Therefore, re-

spo!1ses of this type * * * classified as reflex be
havior. 

7.30 



·~ 
;r-

(l) behavior 
{2) reinfor6ement 

, .• 

less 
(in-) 

deprived of 
{without, ' 
hungry for) 

, .. 

7-10 

7-15 

i 

' 

.( 
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Performing animals are sometimes trained with 
"rewards." The behavior of a hungry animal can 
be "rewarded" with 

Food given to a hungry animal does not reinforce 
a particular response unless it is given almost im
mediately __ the response. 

To make sure an animal will perform, the trainer 
provides __ for the response frequently. 

Reinforcing a response produces an increase in the 
that the response will occur again. 

An electrically operated food magazine which pre-
reinforce I sen ts food can be used to reinforce a (n) __ . of an 

organism deprived of food. 

7-1 

7-6 

7-11 

7-16 

1.- I 1.21 
-~ 

reinforced 

are not 
(cannot be, 
will not be) 

7-21 

Since no eliciting stimuli are observed for such 
responses , ,s flickin~ ~9aves or bar press ing, we 
c,nmut say that thf'se re?ponses are __ by stim
uli, as are the responses in reflexes. 

7-26 



probability" 
(lil<elihood, 
ch~~es) 

7-16 
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A technical term for "reward" is reinforcement. To 
"reward" an organism w1th food is to it with 
food. 

Unlike a stimulus in a reflex, a reinforcing s timu
lus * * * act to elicit the response it reinforces. 

A hungry pigeon in the park flicks dead leaves 
about with quick movements of its beak. This be
havior is whenever it uncovers bits of food. 

7.J 

7-1 

7-12 

We do not observe "probability" directly. We say 
that a response has become more probable if it is 
observed to occur more under controlled con
ditions. 

If the cold (or food-deprived) organism turns on an 
electrically operated heat lamp (or food magazine), 
the response of turning on will be __ . 

Responses such as bar pressing, flicking leaves, 
etc., are said to be emitted rather than elicited since 
there * * * (are or are no?) observed eliciting 
stimuli. 

7.17 

7-22 

7-27 



reinforce 

does not 
(will not} 

reinforced 

frequently 
(often) 

reinforced 

are no 

1-1. 

7.7 

7-12 

7-17 

7-22 

7-27 
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Technically speaking, a thirsty organism can be 
with water. 

A rei.1forcement does not elicit a response; it sim-
ply mak~s 1t :nore ___ that an animal will respond 
1n th2 su.rne way again. 

A pigeon is occasionally reinforced for flicking 
leaves about because of the common natural ar
rangement of leaves over 

N},en .::i responsG has been reinforced, it will be 
emitted frequently in the future. 

7-3 

7-8 

7-13 

7-11 

The response of turning on the electrically oper
ated heat lamp or food magazine will be emitted 
more _. __ in the future 1f the organism is cold or 
hunq1 y. 

l1 pr23srnq the bur dot~S not o~Jerate th'-' fpocl n1<1y
;1nrie, tloc) l('Spor:S ,' + * * reinforcc•-J. 

-

7-23 

7-28 



reinforced 
(NOT: 
rewarded) 

probable 
(likely} 

food 

7.3 

. 1.-

(seed, insects, 
reinforce rs) 

more 

frequently 
(often) 

is not 
(will not be) 

7.13 

7-18 

7.23 

-

·" 

7.za 
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The trainer reinforces the animal by giving it food 
it has performed correctly. 

~Top.41 

food 1s probably : not reinforcing if the animal is 
no t * * * 

7.4 

7-9 
~To p.41 

The reinforcement used by animal trainers is delib
erately arranged, while the arrangement of leaves 
and food in the park is * * * 

7-14 
~Top. 41 

To get an animal to e·mit a res ponse more fre-
quently, we ___ the response. 

7-1!1 
-Top. 41 

In a typical apparatus, the depression of a hori
zontal bar automatically operates a food magazine .. 
The apparatus selects "bar pressing" as the 
to be reinforced. 

-

7-24 
~To p. 41 

Rei.tforcernent makes res P.onses more frcqu0i,t 
while failure to receive reinforce:11ent makes r,·-
' sponses * * * 

7-2'. 
~ J...,D p 41 
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